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Shatt (own name ìkkÌ cánnìñ {mouth ~ language/Shatt.PL} ‘language of the Shatt
people’) is spoken in the Nuba mountains to the south of Kadugli (Southern Kordofan
State, Republic of the Sudan). Although the speakers do not acknowledge the name Daju,
Shatt is a member of the Daju (Dadjo in French) language group, made up of languages
(including Liguri, Shatt, Lagowa, Baygo [extinct?], Njalgulgule, Daju of Darfur, Daju of
Dar Sila, Daju of Abu Telfan) stretching from the Nuba mountains in the east up to the
Guéra massif (Chad) in the west (Tucker and Bryan 1956, Stevenson 1956-57,
Jungraithmayr 1981, Thelwall 1981, Gordon 2005). The Daju languages belong to the
Eastern Sudanic branch of the Nilo-Saharan phylum (Greenberg 1963)1.
To be more precise, the Shatt people are settled in three distinct areas, the groups and
dialects of which are known as Shatt Damam, Shatt Tebeldia and Shatt Safia or Safaya
(Stevenson 1956-57:(40)111). The present study relies on data from Shatt Damam (main
town: •óllè).
Shatt Damam nouns display two different forms (simple, e.g. gàx /pl. gàñ, vs.
modified, e.g. gáxsÌ+ /pl. gáñgÌ+ ‘stick’)2 according to whether they appear without or
with a modifier (associative noun or pronoun, demonstrative, relative clause, etc.). The
modified noun form gives rise to various types of suffixation, which are not fully
predictable, either in the choice of suffix or in the formal outcome of suffixation.
The aim of this paper is twofold. In the first part (sections 4-5), which is descriptive
and restricted to the Shatt Damam situation, I will consider the syntactic contexts which
require the modified noun form, and then examine how it is morphologically derived. I
will argue that the modified form should (now) be considered as lexicalized, even though
it may have arisen from the amalgamation of the simple noun form with a former
independent associative marker.
In the second, comparative part (sections 6-9), I will look at the noun in some related
Daju languages and examine the morphological correspondences. Briefly put, these
languages have only one noun form corresponding either to the Shatt Damam simple
form (cf. Shatt Tebeldia, where the “concord marker” is still separate from the modified
noun it follows), or to the modified form (cf. Lagowa, Nyala, Daju-Sila, and Daju-Eref,
where the former associative marker has become part of the noun in every case, modified
or not). Thus, the noun morphology of Shatt Damam stands midway between that of
nearby Shatt Tebeldia and that of the more remote – both geographically and
linguistically – “western” Daju languages.
Before going into the details of the modified Shatt Damam noun form, I will need to
give a brief account of the phonology (section 2) and noun number marking in the simple
form (section 3).
                                                     
1 Daju languages as a whole are still little known. No substantial grammar or dictionary is available for any
language, if we except the as yet unpublished work by Palayer (in press, forthcoming) on Eref. Thelwall
(1981) is a comparative and historical study, dealing chiefly with phonology, lexicon, noun morphology, and
lexicostatistics.
2 The modified noun form, which by definition never appears alone, is conventionally indicated by a “+” in
exponent position.
22. Phonology
The Shatt data were collected during a first unplanned survey3, and several points
regarding phonology are not fully resolved. This preliminary presentation must therefore
be considered tentative.
2.1. Consonants
Aside from the prenasalized consonants, whose status is marginal and debatable, and
the highly restricted glottals h and ¿, the consonant system is characterized by a
correlation, the nature of which is still unclear; it could be a contrast of strength (weak vs.
strong) or of gemination (simple vs. geminated consonants):
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-x (/ -xx ?)
Consonants (N.B.: r / rr stand for [R] / [r] respectively)
This contrast is clearest in intervocalic position4 where it affects nearly all phonemes
except the voiceless obstruents, which may be systematically strong or geminate in this
position. (Nevertheless, intervocalic voiceless obstruents are provisionally transcribed as
                                                     
3 The survey was conducted in Khartoum (January 2008). I hereby express my gratitude to Messrs. Saddam
Abu Kalam Saleh Belendiya and Ibrahim ’Alleel Djeyli Kaafi for their valuable collaboration. I am also
indebted to Mrs Suzan Alamin Mubarak and the Department of Linguistics of the University of Khartoum for
their precious help in organizing and conducting the research.
4 Consonants also appear medially in groups (e.g., ùxkùt (simple form) ‘thirst’, lóydÌk (simple form)
‘length’, mÌgÌdéldÌ ‘he has listened’). The strength/gemination correlation is likely to be neutralized in this
context.
3-C-, -CC- or undecided -C(C)-. As will be seen below (5.4-5.5), the uncertainty
concerning the voiceless consonants in this position has consequences for the
morphological analysis of the modified noun form.)
In initial position, obstruents contrast as voiceless p-, t-, s-, c-, k-, realized as weak
and/or voiced when they follow a preceding vowel-final word without pause; and voiced
b-, d-, z-, j-, g-, which are clearly strong or geminate (but are transcribed with a single
letter).
Lastly, final consonants, also transcribed with a single grapheme, are usually strong or
geminate when followed by a vowel-initial word. It is not clear, however, whether the
apparent contrasts observed in this context for most obstruents and nasals, as well as for
the trill x, actually involve allophones or true distinctive phonemes. Voiced obstruents
never occur in the final position.
2.2. Vowels
Vowels contrast short and long phonemes, the latter being infrequent. Only central ¥
has no long correlate:
front central back
high i / ii ¥ u / uu
low e / ee a / aa o / oo
Vowels
The high central vowel is phonetically closer to [¥] than to [Œ]. The low front and back
vowels e / ee and o / oo are phonetically realized as lower mid vowels, i.e., as [Æ] / [Æù]
and [ø] / [øù] respectively.
2.3. Prosodic features
Shatt Damam exhibits two constrastive pitch levels, usually transcribed on vowels as
follows: Low à vs. High á. However, a contrastive level may also appear on the first
component of a strong or geminate nasal (e.g., m`mágìc (simple form) ‘gum (of trees)’) or
on a nasal preceding another consonant (e.g., Ñ`gánà ‘count! (you pl.)’).
High pitch does not normally appear more than once in a single word. Furthermore, its
position is not invariant in all morphosyntactic contexts, cf.:
gàx (gáxsÌ+) ‘stick’ gáx àÑ ‘it is a stick’.
bà (bánÌ+) ‘house’ bánÌ-mà ‘his house’
ßùl (ßúldÌ+) ‘drum’ ßùldÍ-mà ‘his drum’
Rather, it is assigned according to rules which are not fully understood. Finally, it is not
yet clear whether this prosodic system should be analyzed as tonal or as a stress system.
Although tone/stress is affected in the formation of the modified noun form (e.g., gàx
vs. gáxsÌ+ ‘stick’), it never acts as a conditioning factor in this process.
3. Number marking in the simple noun form
Noun number marking employs several patterns which operate on three principles: i.
replacement of (a) final segment(s), ii. suffixation to either the singular or the plural form,
4and iii. suppletion5. Tone/stress changes may be involved in the second case; irregular
segmental changes may also appear sporadically in the first two cases.
There may be several variant forms of the plural, or even of the singular, for a given
noun (see 3.6. below). The existence of a variant is indicated by “~” preceding the variant
form (e.g., kómbà / ~ kómbù ‘axe’ means that there exists another plural form,
/ ~ kòmbáddà in this particular case).
Only number marking of the simple form is considered here, though the modified
form is always indicated in brackets for fuller information6.
3.1. Replacement of (a) final segment(s)
a) Sg. -V /pl. -u   (frequent)
píibì (pìibínÌ+ ~ péenÌ+) / píibù (pìibúggÌ+ ~ péÑgÌ+)   child
tándÌ (tàndÍnÌ+) / tándù (tàndúggÌ+)   cloth
kèlégèlè (kèlégèlènÌ+) / kèlégèlù (kèlégèlùggÌ+)   monkey
kómbà (kòmbánÌ+) / ~ kómbù (kómbùg(g)Ì+)   axe
àppójò (àppòjónÌ+) / àppójù (àppòjúggÌ+)   rabbit, hare
b) Sg. -x /pl. -ñ   (frequent)
àsÍmèx (àsÍmèxsÌ+) / àsÍmèñ (àsÍmèñgÌ+)   moon
kùmùx (kùmúxsÌ+) / kùmùñ (kùmúñgÌ+)   antilope sp.
tùmòx (tùmóxsÌ+) / tùmòñ (tùmóñgÌ+)   bee, honey
c) Sg. -c /pl. -ñ, or -ic / -iñ, or -d(d)ic / -d(d)iñ   (frequent)7
kùc (kùc(c)Ì+) / kùñ (kùñgÌ+)   sorghum, ‘dura’
cánnìc (cànnícÌ+) / cánnìñ (cànníñgÌ+)   Shatt
gúttànìc (gúttànícÌ+) / gúttànìñ (gúttàníñgÌ+)   cowrie
búxùc (búxùcÌ+) / búxìñ (búxìñgÌ+)   jujube tree
zàládìc (zàládìcÌ+) / zàládìñ (zàládìñgÌ+)   type of bead
ñìgÍddìc (ñìgÍddìcÌ+) / ~ ñìgÍddìñ (ñìgÍddìñgÌ+)   dew
d) Sg. -ic /pl. -u   (frequent)
bórògìc (bórògìcÌ+) / bórògù (bòrógùggÌ+)   kind of bean
~ kÌdàÑdálìc (kÌdàÑdálìcÌ+) / kÌdàÑdálù (MF?)   bird sp. (stork?)
Ñàìc (Ñàíc(c)Ì+) / Ñàñù (ÑàñúggÌ+)   stone
e) Sg. -(¥)c /pl. -ta/-d(d)a
ñàxÌc (ñàxÍcÌ+) / ~ ñáxtà (ñàxtàgÌ+)   grass (gen.)
sòc (sòc(c)Ì+) / sòyd(d)à (sòyd(d)ágÌ+)   tree sp.
f) Sg. -y /pl. -ñ
ßìcìy (ßìcízzÌ+) / ßìcîñ (ßìcíñgÌ+)   gourd with narrow neck
ùkkùy (ùkkúyzÌ+) / ùkkûñ (ùkkúwìñ ?) (ùkkúwìñgÌ+)   small gourd
g) Other exceptional patterns
dèñ (déñÌ+) / dÌk (dÍkkÌ+)   cow, bovine animal
kìk (kÌxÌ+) / kìn (kíÑgÌ+)   person, human being
àbàÑ (àbáÑzÌ+ ~ àbázzÌ+) / ~ àbáÑàs (àbáÑàskÌ+)   man, male
                                                     
5 This range of patterns can be instructively compared with the one in Liguri (or Laggori) (Alamin Mubarak
2006), with which it shows great similarity.
6 Whenever modified form is unknown, this is indicated as follows: (MF?).
7 On the identification and complementarity of the variants, see 3.3 below.
5wáawà (wàawánÌ+) / wàawánàk (wàawánàkkÌ+)   grandfather/grandmother,
father/mother-in-law
mùsÌc (mùsÍcÌ+) / mùsùk (mùsúkkÌ+)   bean (gen.)
zìt (zíttÌ+) / zìy (zíigÌ+)   rope
àwàt (àwádÌ+) / àwìñ (àwíñgÌ+)   bird
3.2. Suffixation in the plural
h) Pl. -iñ   (very frequent)
àsèc (àsécÌ+) / ~ àséjìñ (àséjìñgÌ+)   tamarind tree
ßÌdÌk (ßÌdÍksÌ+) / ~ ßÌdÍgìñ (ßÌdÍgìñgÌ+)   fish spear
tùmòs (tùmóstÌ+) / tùmósìñ (tùmósìñgÌ+)   elephant
i) Pl. -u   (very frequent)
dòl (dólÌ+) / dólù (dólùg(g)Ì+)   snake (gen.)
kéemÌs (kèemÍstÌ+) / ~ kèemúsù (kèemúsùggÌ+)   leopard
ùx (ùxÌ+) / ùxù (ùxúggÌ+)   woman, wife
j) Pl. -ta/-d(d)a   (frequent)8
àsèc (àsécÌ+) / ~ àséjdà (àséjdàgÌ+)   tamarind tree
còlóÑgò (còlóÑgònÌ+) / còlóÑgòddà (còlóÑgòddàgÌ+)   river
òxèy (òxéyÌ+) / òxéydà (òxéydàgÌ+)   animal
k) Pl. -ti/-d(d)i   (frequent)
ßùl (ßúldÌ+) / ßúldì (ßùldígÌ+)   double-headed drum
dàlù (dàlúnÌ+) / dàlúddì (dàlúddìgÌ+)   container for drawing water
mùs (mústÌ+) / mùstì (mùstígÌ+)   mortar
l) Pl. -tiñ
ìp (ìibÌ+) / ìptìñ (ìptíñgÌ+)   tail
mès (méesÌ+) / mèstìñ (mèstíñgÌ+)   penis
m) Pl. -d¥k
bà (bánÌ+) / bádÌk (bádÌk(k)Ì+)   house
yà (yánÌ+) / yádÌk (yádÌkkÌ+)   meat
n) Other exceptional patterns
áyd(d)à (àyd(d)ánÌ+) / áyd(d)àk (àyd(d)ákkÌ+)   brother-/sister-in-law
dÌn (dÍndÌ+) / dÍnÌw (dÍnÌggÌ+)   scorpion   (variant of -u?)
pèn (péndÌ+) / péndù (pèndúggÌ+)   wound   (variant of -ti/-d(d)i and/or -u?)
mègè (mègénÌ+) / mègéddè (mègéddègÌ+)   cold (n.)   (variant of -ti/-d(d)i?)
3.3. Suffixation in the singular
o) Sg. -ic   (frequent)
àxsìc (àxsícÌ+) / às (áskÌ+)   fish (gen.)
ñèñémèsìc (ñèñémèsìcÌ+) / ñèñémès (ñèñémèskÌ+)   star
yúgìc (yúgìcÌ+) / yùk (yúkkÌ+)   seed
p) Sg. -tic/-d(d)ic
àbáxtìc (àbáxtìcÌ+) / àbàx (àbáxkÌ+)   hair
kàyúddìc (kàyúddìc(c)Ì+) / kàyù (kàyúggÌ+)   litter, rubbish
                                                     
8 On the complementary nature of suffixes of the -t-/-d(d)- type , see 3.4 below.
6gÍldìc (gÍldìcÌ+) / gÌl (gÍlgÌ+)   egg
q) Sg. -c
ßèeßèc (ßèeßécÌ+) / ßèeßè (ßèeßégÌ+)   gourd (gen.)
kÌbámbàñùc (kÌbámbàñúcÌ+) / kÌbámbàñù (kÌbámbàñúgÌ+)   wild yam sp.
mòxsòc (mòxsóc(c)Ì+) / mòxsò (mòxsógÌ+)   cucumber
r) Sg. -s¥nic/-z¥n¥c
àÑáxsÌnìc (àÑáxsÌnìcÌ+) / àÑàx (àÑáxkÌ+)   fly
tÌÑgÍxzÌnÌc (tÌÑgÍxzÌnÌcÌ+) / tÍÑgÌx (tÌÑgÍxkÌ+)   louse
s) Other exceptional patterns
dágàràsìc (dágàràsìcÌ+) / dágàràk (dágàràkkÌ+)   tree sp.
kúuñùt (kùuñúdÌ+) / kúuñù (kùuñúggÌ+)   thorn
Suffixes o), p), and r) (and probably also q)) obviously represent variants of a
singulative (sl.) marker, referring to a single representative of entities usually thought of
as collective. I have no example of explicit three-way contrasts in Shatt Damam, but
Stevenson (1964:96) discusses and illustrates such a situation in Shatt Tebeldia:9
“Many nouns have three forms, representing mass or collective / unit / units. [...] The suffix
is then replaced by another, or a further suffix is added, to denote the plural of the unit. [...]
Examples from Shatt:
gilis / gilis-ic / gilis-u eggs (collectively), egg / (an) egg / eggs (countable)
ox / ox-uic / ox-uij-iny worms (collectively) / (a) worm / worms (countable)”
Presumably, the singular forms of replacement patterns c) to e) (see 3.1 above) are
marked by the same singulative. Indeed, as Stevenson has remarked, the plural form may
in some cases result from substitution in a singulative form:
zàládìc (zàládìcÌ+) / zàládìñ (zàládìñgÌ+)   type of bead
bórògìc (bórògìcÌ+) / bórògù (bòrógùggÌ+)   kind of bean
ñàxÌc (ñàxÍcÌ+) / ~ ñáxtà (ñàxtàgÌ+)   grass (gen.)
or from addition:
dùc (dúcÌ+) / dújìñ (dújìñgÌ+)   flour
kùlìc (kùlícÌ+) / kùlíjìñ (kùlíjìñgÌ+)   sesame
with both types of plural coexisting in the following case:
ñìgÍddìc (ñìgÍddìcÌ+) / ñìgÍddù (ñìgÍddùggÌ+) ~ ñìgÍddìñ (ñìgÍddìñgÌ+) ~ ñìgÍddìjìñ
(ñìgÍddìjìñgÌ+)   dew
3.4. Variants of the -t-/-d(d)- type of suffixes
Some of the above suffixes (pl. -tiñ/-d(d)iñ, -ta/-d(d)a, -ti/-d(d)i in 3.1-3.2, and sg.
(singulative) -tic/-d(d)ic in 3.3) show consonant variation. In most cases, the variants are
complementary and conditioned by the final segment of the nonsuffixed form in the
following way: -t- appears after a voiceless obstruent (p, s, k) or a trill (r, x) vs. -d(d)-
after a vowel, a nasal (ñ), or a glide (w, l, y). However, some exceptional instances do not
fit this distribution. Cases are too scarce to be cogently discussed, but they may provide
evidence for underlying (historical?) changes in the final consonant of the nonsuffixed
form:
                                                     
9 See also the Shatt data in Tucker and Bryan (1966:235). Palayer (in press, section 3.1.5) offers similar
examples in Eref.
7àsèc (àsécÌ+) / àséjìñ (àséjìñgÌ+) ~ àséjdà (àséjdàgÌ+)   tamarind tree
sòc (sòc(c)Ì+) / sòyd(d)à (sòyd(d)ágÌ+)   tree sp.
mìt (míddÌ+) / míddì (mìddígÌ+)   oil
yáxtìc (yáxtìcÌ+) / yàw (yáwgÌ+)   horn
3.5. Suppletion
In some rare cases, nouns exhibit two apparently unrelated forms for sg./pl.:
~ màlàs (màlástÌ+) / wùlèk (wùlékkÌ+)   spear
è(e)t (èttÌ+) / èwè (èwé(e)gÌ+)   tree, wood
•òk (•ògÌ+) / wèk (wèkkÌ+)   thing
3.6. Variation of singular or plural noun forms
Nouns with varying singular forms are few in number. Note, in the case of màlàs
‘spear’, the back formation of a singular (singulative) wùlégìc from the suppletive plural
wùlèk:
màlàs (màlástÌ+) ~ wùlégìc (wùlégìcÌ+) / wùlèk (wùlékkÌ+)   spear
kÌdàÑdálì (kÌdàÑdálìnÌ+) ~ kÌdàÑdálìc (kÌdàÑdálìcÌ+) / kÌdàÑdálù (MF?)   bird sp.
(stork?)
mègèn (mègéndÌ+) ~ mègénìc (mègénìcÌ+) / mègénù (mègénùg(g)Ì+) ~ mègénìñ
(mègénìñgÌ+)   orphan
táìc (táìc(c)Ì+) ~ tàÑánìc (MF?) / tàÑánù (tàÑánùggÌ+)   bull
The coexistence of several plural forms is more frequent. The variants usually involve
the most common and productive patterns, namely, the -iñ, -u, -ta/-d(d)a, and -ti/-d(d)i
plural suffixes (see h) to k) under 3.2 above). Examples:
àbàÑ (àbáÑzÌ+ ~ àbázzÌ+) / àbáÑàs (àbáÑàskÌ+) ~ àbáÑìñ (MF?)   man, male
•áamì (•àamínÌ+) / •áamù (•àamúggÌ+) ~ •àamíddì (•àamíddìgÌ+)   tree sp. (Ficus
sp.?)
kéemÌs (kèemÍstÌ+) / kèemúsù (kèemúsùggÌ+) ~ kèemÍsìñ (kèemÍsìñgÌ+)   leopard
llàÑ (lláÑÌ+) / llándà (llándàgÌ+) ~ lláÑìñ (lláÑìñgÌ+)   basket
ñàxÌc (ñàxÍcÌ+) / ñáxtà (ñàxtàgÌ+) ~ ñàxÍjìñ (ñàxÍjìñgÌ+) ~ ñàxÍjù (ñàxÍjùggÌ+)   grass
(gen.)
tèrégà (tèrégànÌ+) / tèrégù (tèrégùggÌ+) ~ tèrégàddà (tèrégàddàgÌ+)   fishing rod/line
3.7. Plural-only nouns
Several nouns occur in a plural form only. This is not apparent from the simple form,
but is indicated by obligatory agreement with a plural form of the modifier or of the verb
(if the noun is a subject), and by the use of the modified-form pl. suffix -K¥ (see below).
These nouns, which may be considered inherently plural, include:




zÌk (zÍkÌ+) earth, ground
– abstract nouns derived from adjectival bases (taking a -tÌk/-d(d)Ìk suffix):
lóydÌk (lòydÍkkÌ+) length < lòì / lóìñ (be) long, tall
tÌbéydÌk (tÌbéydÌkkÌ+) heat < tÌbèy / tÌbéyìñ (be) warm, hot
8pèstÌk (MF?) raw, unripe quality < pès / péesìñ (be) raw, unripe
– abstract deverbal nouns (often, but not systematically taking a -(a)t suffix):
ßàgàt (ßàgákkÌ+) to take, taking cf. máaßàk he took
Ñèet (ÑéekÌ+) to cry, crying cf. máaÑèy he cried
gàn (gángÌ+) to count, counting cf. mÍggàn he counted
xÌs (xÌskÌ+) to die, dying cf. mÌgÍxsÌ he died
3.9. Summary remarks
Noun number marking is mainly expressed through various patterns of alternation or
suffixation.10 Singulative suffixes add a third contrasting term, which essentially
functions as a singular.11
The multiplicity of patterns is presumably related to the fact that Shatt allows back
formations from both singular and plural forms by the application of another marker – or
by another application of the same marker – to the other term of the contrast (see 3.3 and
3.6).12
3.10. Nouns with no simple form
As will be seen in section 4.2. below, some nouns take an obligatory modifier and
hence have no identifiable simple form (the simple form is sometimes attested in the
plural only). Independently of the specific markers of the modified form (see below),
some of these nouns resort, more or less clearly, to some of the already-mentioned
patterns, e.g.,
(àcÌ+) / àjìñ (àjíñgÌ+)   age-mate   (pl. suffix -iñ)
(ñìbÍrÌ+) / ñìbÍrtì (ñìbÍrtìgÌ+)   tongue   (pl. suffix -ti/-d(d)i)
(wáarÌ+) / (wàrtágÌ+)   space between, interval   (cf. pl. suffix -ta/-d(d)a)
(tèÑérÌ+) / (tèÑértègÌ+)   occiput   (cf. pl. suffix -ti/-d(d)i?)
(wànÌ+) / (wàdÍkkÌ+)   body   (cf. suffix -d¥k)
(ÑànÌ+) / (ÑànákkÌ+)   elder sibling   (cf. isolated pl. suffix -ak?)
Suppletion is also attested:
(ándÌ+) / (àsÍÑgÌ+)   arm, hand
(àwúnÌ+) / (ággÌ+)   eye, face
(•òxtÌ+) / (ñjókkÌ+)   person, man
(pÌxÌ+) / (éÑgÌ+)   child, youngster (mother speaking), small element of
In some cases, number is expressed by suffixes typical of the modified form only (sg.
-T¥ or -¥ / pl. -K¥, see below):
(ñìxtÌ+) / ñìx (ñìxkÌ+)   tooth, nail, claw
(pùxtÌ+) / (pùxkÌ+)   upper arm
(wúndÌ+) / (wúÑgÌ+)   ear, leaf
(èxénÌ+) / (èxéÑgÌ+)   foot, leg
                                                     
10 In one case only, number contrast is absent in the simple form, though expressed in the modified form: àìs
(àízzÌ+) / àìs (àískÌ+) ‘goat’.
11 The few cases of singular variants illustrated in 3.6 above may include three-way contrasts which have not
been recognized as such.
12 As will be seen in the comparative part of this paper (8.2), the possibility of back formation in noun
morphology is actually a common feature of the Daju languages which requires that great caution be
exercised in noun reconstruction.
9The remainder of such nouns usually display a pl. suffix -Ñ-, sometimes replacing or
combined with another unidentified element, e.g.,
(ßo+, ßoo+) / (ßóÑgÌ+)   mother
(ßàcÌ+) / (ßàajíÑgÌ+)   shoulder
(zÌ+) / (zÍÑgÌ+)   head, top
(kòlóstÌ+) / (kòlósìÑgÌ+)   elbow   (sg. -t-?)
(ÑáasÌ+) / (ÑàstÍÑgÌ+)   neck   (pl. -t¥-Ñ-?)
(ó(o)ÑÌ+) / (òndÍÑgÌ+)   back, shell (tortoise)   (pl. -d¥-Ñ-?)
4. The syntactic contexts of the simple vs. modified form
4.1. The simple form
As a general rule, the simple form is the one that appears when the noun is not
modified, i.e., when it does not take any second-level (lexical or grammatical) modifier
with the exception of a cardinal numeral. Let us again take the example of gàx (gáxsÌ+)
/pl. gàñ (gáñgÌ+) ‘stick’.
The simple form gàx /pl. gàñ necessarily appears in syntactic contexts of the
following types:
– as the unmodified subject of a verbal predicate:
(1) a. gàx kà•íÑwà
stick PFV.SN.break.MDV
A~the stick broke~has been broken.
b. gàñ kà•íÑnò
stick.PL PFV.PN.break.MDV
(The) sticks broke~have been broken.
– as the unmodified object of a verbal predicate:
(2) (mà) máa•ìÑ gàx / gàñ
(he) PFV.S3m.break stick / stick.PL
He broke a~the stick / (the) sticks.
(3) (mà) mÌggáwà gàx / gàñ t’ àxÌ-•òk
(he) PFV.S3m.throw stick / stick.PL in hole
He threw a~the stick / (the) sticks into a~the hole.
(4) (mà) mÌggáwà gàx / gàñ tÌbòx
(he) PFV.S3m.throw stick / stick.PL far_away
He threw a~the stick / (the) sticks far away.
– as the unmodified subject of an adjectival predicate:13
(5) a. gàx tÌlÌÑ b. gàñ tÌlÍÑìñ
stick (be)_short stick.PL (be)_short.PL
The stick is short. The sticks are short.
– as the unmodified subject of the identifying (6a/b), existential (7a/b), or locative
(8a/b) predicators:
                                                     
13 Shatt Damam adjectives constitute a specific category, distinct from both nouns and verbs. Like nouns,
their plural form suffixes -iñ; they may function as modifiers but not (?) as the head of a noun phrase. Like
verbs, they are marked by prefixed personal indices (but not for tense/aspect), and they may function as
predicates.
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(6) a. gáx àÑ b. gáñ àk
stick IDENT stick.PL IDENT.PL
It is a stick. It is~they are sticks.
(7) a. gáx àndÌÑ tÌ ñáxÌc b. gáñ àttÌÑ tÌ ñáxÌc
stick EXIST in grass stick.PL EXIST.PL in grass
There is a stick in the grass. There are sticks in the grass.
(8) a. gáx àndÌ ñáxÌc
stick LOC grass
There is a stick in the grass ~ the stick is in the grass.
b. gáñ àttÌ ñáxÌc
stick.PL LOC.PL grass
There are sticks in the grass ~ the sticks are in the grass.
– in the presence exclusively of a cardinal numeral as modifier:14
(9) (mà) máa•ìÑ gàx núuxù
(he) PFV.S3m.break stick one
He broke one stick (only).
(10) (mà) máa•ìÑ gàñ pÌdàx
(he) PFV.S3m.break stick.PL two
He broke two sticks.
4.2. The modified form
Conversely, the modified form (here gáxsÌ+ /pl. gáñgÌ+) necessarily appears
– when modified by a noun which follows it directly with no linking marker in an
associative construction. Note that in such cases the final ¥ vowel of the modified form is
systematically dropped before a vowel-initial following word, this elision being
conventionally indicated by ’:15
(11) a. gáxsÌ ßùgúnìÑ
stick chief
the stick of the chief ~ the chief’s stick
b. gáñgÌ ßùgúnìÑ
sticks.PL chief
the sticks of the chief ~ the chief’s sticks
(12) a. gáxs’ àbàÑ
stick man
the stick of the man ~ the man’s stick
b. gáñg’ àbàÑ
sticks.PL man
the sticks of the man ~ the man’s sticks
(13) gáxsÌ còxàt
stick dancing[Nv]
dancing stick ~ stick for the dance
– when modified by an associative (“possessive”) pronoun:16
                                                     
14 On the syntactic role of the cardinal modifier, see 4.3 below.
15 This behavior is not specific to the modified noun form; see for instance (3) above, where it affects the
preposition tÌ ‘in, at’.
16 In the case of this and the other grammatical modifiers or markers mentioned below (demonstratives,
qualifying connective, and relative), the modifier is conventionally hyphenated to the head noun, whether the
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(14) a. gáxs-àÑ b. gáñg-àÑ
stick-my sticks.PL-my
my stick my sticks
(15) a. gáxsÌ-mà b. gáñgÌ-mà
stick-his sticks.PL-his
his stick his sticks
(16) a. gáxs-òk b. gáñg-òk
stick-our.EXCL sticks.PL- our.EXCL
our (excl.) stick our (excl.) sticks
– when modified by the demonstratives -òÑ ‘this/these’ and -ì¿ì ‘that/those’, or by the
anaphoric -ì ‘the (mentioned or known)’ (actually a short form of the ‘remote’
demonstrative -ì¿ì):
(17) a. gáxs-òÑ b. gáñg-òÑ
stick-this stick.PL-this
this stick these sticks
(18) a. gáxs-ì¿ì b. gáñg-ì¿ì
stick-that stick.PL-that
that stick those sticks
(19) a. gáxs-ì b. gáñg-ì
stick-the stick.PL-the
the stick (mentioned) the sticks (mentioned)
– when modified by a qualifier (adjective or conjugated verb) which follows the head
and requires the qualifying connective (QCON) -à:
(20) a. gáxs-à tÌlÌÑ b. gáñg-à tÌlÍÑìñ
stick-QCON (be)_short stick.PL-QCON (be)_short.PL
a~the short stick (the) short sticks
(21) a. gáxs-à kà•íÑwà b. gáñg-à kà•íÑnò
stick-QCON PFV.SN.break.MDV stick.PL-QCON PFV.PN.break.MDV
a~the broken stick (the) broken sticks
– when modified by a relative clause. The head is marked by the relative marker
(REL) -ì, and the clause is closed by the definite (DEF) -(à)Ñ. The predicate of the
relative clause may be a conjugated verb (22a/b-23a/b), an adjective (24a/b) or a cardinal
numeral (25a/b):
(22) a. gáxs-ì kà•íÑwà-Ñ b. gáñg-ì kà•íÑnò-Ñ
stick-REL PFV.SN.break.MDV-DEF stick.PL-REL PFV.PN.break.MDV-DEF
the stick which is ~ has been broken the sticks which are ~ have been broken
(23) a. gáxs-ì kà•ìÑ-àÑ b. gáñg-ì kà•ìÑ-àÑ
stick-REL PFV.S1.break-DEF stick.PL-REL PFV.S1.break-DEF
the stick that I broke the sticks that I broke
(24) a. gáxs-ì tÌlÌÑ-àÑ b. gáñg-ì tÌlÍÑìñ-àÑ
stick-REL (be)_short-DEF stick.PL-REL (be)_short.PL-DEF
the stick which is short the sticks which are short
(25) a. gáxs-ì núuxù-Ñ b. gáñg-ì pÌdàx-àÑ
stick-REL one-DEF stick.PL-REL two-DEF
the stick which is one (sole) the sticks which are two
                                                                                                                                                
final ¥ vowel of the modified noun is elided or not.
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The same types of associative construction (modifier = noun or “possessive” pronoun)
are found with “relational” nouns, which are necessarily modified and therefore usually
appear in the modified form only, e.g., wúndÌ+ /pl. wúÑgÌ+ ‘ear, leaf’ and yòxÌ+ /pl.
yúggÌ+ ‘husband’:
(26) a. wúndÌ wàn b. wúÑgÌ wàn
ear body ear.PL body
ear ears17
(27) a. wúndÌ kìk b. wúÑgÌ kìk
ear person ear.PL person
ear of somebody ears of somebody
(28) a. wúnd’ èt b. wúÑg’ èt / èwè
leaf tree leaf.PL tree / tree.PL
tree leaf tree leaves (leaves of a tree/of trees)
(29) a. wúndÌ-mà b. wúÑgÌ-mà
ear-his ears.PL-his
his ear his ears
(30) àbàÑ kÌdéldèy wúnd-è t-àgÌ
man PFV.SN.listen ear-one’s_own to-me
The man listened (lit. his own ear) to me.
(31) a. yòx’ ùx b. yúgg’ ùxù
husband woman husband.PL woman.PL
(the) woman’s husband (the) women’s husbands
(32) yòxÌ péen-àÑ
husband child-my







Lastly, let us remark that the associative (“possessive”) substitutes – e.g., náÑgÌ
(nàÑgÍnÌ+) / káÑgÌ (kàÑgÍgÌ+) ‘mine (sg./pl.)’ – show the same contrast of a simple
(35) vs. modified (36a/b) form:18
(35) máaßàk náÑgÌ / káÑgÌ
PFV.S3m.take mine / mine.PL
He took mine (sg.) / mine (pl.).
(36) a. nàÑgÍn-à càkkà Ñ
mine-QCON (be)_other IDENT
It is my other one.
b. kàÑgÍg-à càkkwîñ àk
mine.PL-QCON (be)_other.PL IDENT.PL
They are my other ones.
                                                     
17 Naming a “body part” without referring to a precise animate possessor (expressed by a noun or pronoun)
requires the modifying noun wàn ‘body’, used here as a “default” modifier. The simple form wàn only
appears as a modifier, even of itself: wànÌ wàn ‘body’.
18 The associative substitutes clearly involve a n- /pl. k- (nÌ+ /pl. kÌ+ ?) substitute, whose isolated form (e.g.,
before a consonant-initial noun) has not been ascertained.
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4.3. Syntactic role of the simple vs. modified noun form contrast
The syntactic distribution of the two noun forms clearly depends on – and at the same
time expresses – the type of syntactic relationship of the noun to the following word(s), if
any. The simple form occurs when the latter cannot be functionally analysed as a modifier
of the noun, which therefore does not have the role of a head. Inversely, the presence of a
term which is subordinate to the head noun requires this noun to appear in the modified
form.
Let us illustrate these relationships (and roles) by contrasting two morphosyntactic
(and semantic) behaviors of dèñ (déñÌ+) ‘cow’ in the presence of a following adjective
Ñóndèy ‘(be) big’:
(37) a. (mà) máaÑàñ déñ-à Ñóndèy
(he) PFV.S3m.buy cow-QCON (be)_big
He bought a ~ the big cow.
[he bought [cow big]]
b. (mà) máaÑàñ dèñ Ñóndèy
(he) PFV.S3m.buy cow (be)_big
He bought a ~ the cow big (i.e. he bought a ~ the cow and he bought it big).
[he bought [cow] [big]]
In (37a), the adjective modifies the noun, which appears in the modified form and is
marked by the qualifying connective -à. The sequence déñ-à Ñóndèy represents a
complex nominal phrase, which constitutes, as a whole, the object of the verbal predicate
máaÑàñ ‘he bought’. In (37b), however, there is no mark of dependency (simple noun
form and no connective) between the noun and the following adjective, which is
semantically secondary and syntactically not subordinate to the noun but to the verbal
predicate. The adjective in (37b) serves either as an adverb or as a “depictive secondary
predication” which Schultze-Berndt and Himmelmann (2004) characterize as having at
the same time a syntactic relationship with the main predicate (here the verb) and a
semantic relationship with one of its arguments (here the object noun).19
A parallel example (involving the noun tándÌ (tàndÍnÌ+) ‘cloth’ and the adjective
túddì ‘(be) wet’) may shed some light on the specific structure and semantics of the
preceding case:
(38) a. (cè) cÌgÌmásÌ tàndÍn-à túddì
(she) PFV.S3f.dry[trans.] cloth-QCONN (be)_wet
She dried a ~ the wet cloth.
[she dried [cloth wet]]
b. *? (cè) cÌgÌmásÌ tándÌ túddì
(she) PFV.S3f.dry[trans.] cloth (be)_wet
*? She dried a ~ the cloth wet.
[she dried [cloth] [wet]]
(38a) means that the process of drying is applied to a wet cloth, and is fully acceptable
and correct. (38b), however, which means that the process of drying is applied to a cloth
in a wet way or with a wet result, is considered as odd and contradictory, if not strictly ill-
formed.
                                                     
19 A similar contrast between two constructions of the adjective may be observed in Yulu, a Central Sudanic
language (Boyeldieu 2008b). Note that (37b) can also be understood as a case of syntactic collision between
two clauses sharing a same argument (phrase-valise): [[he bought [a/the cow] is big]] ‘he bought a cow and
the cow was big’ (R. Boyd, p.c.).
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Now there may be a restriction on the validity of the above distributional principle,
namely, the behavior of the noun followed – and seemingly modified – by a cardinal
numeral (see (9-10) above). One can in fact contrast the direct sequence in (39a) with the
relative construction in (39b):
(39) a. (mà) máa•ìÑ gàñ pÌdàx
(he) PFV.S3m.break stick.PL two
He broke two sticks.
b. (mà) máa•ìÑ gáñg-ì pÌdàx-àÑ
(he) PFV.S3m.break stick.PL-REL two-DEF
He broke the two sticks (the sticks which are two).
The main semantic distinction between these two sentences seems to lie in the
necessarily definite character of the object noun phrase in (39b). Yet the construction in
(39a) can also be understood in a similar way to those in (37b-38b) above, and be
paraphrased as ‘he broke sticks, and he broke two items of them ~ and these sticks were
two’. Presumably, the cardinal numeral in (39a) is again not directly dependent on the noun,
but syntactically subordinate to the verbal predicate, a situation not uncommon in African
languages,20 which brings out the specific nature of the cardinal numeral “modifier”.21
To sum up, Shatt Damam shows a strict correlation between the choice of a simple vs.
modified noun form and the absence vs. presence of a (following) directly subordinate
modifier of the head noun.
5. The morphology of the modified noun form
The modified form clearly results from the addition of one of a set of suffixes to the
simple form. The members of this set may be symbolized as -n¥, -¥, -S¥, and -T¥ for the
singular, and -K¥ for the plural. However, the choice of the proper suffix in the singular
and the phonological outcome of suffixation in each case are not fullly predictable. It is
therefore necessary to present the behavior of each suffix in detail.
The following tables show the final segments of the simple form and how they interact
with the suffix, together with possible variants. Each pattern is illustrated by a few
examples which are roughly indicative of its frequency: one example signifies a unique
case, while two (or more) examples illustrate patterns which occur twice at least.
5.1. Singular suffix -n¥
The marker is suffixed to circa 25% of the simple singular noun forms:
-V > -Vn¥ ndì (ndínÌ+) tree sp. (Ficus?)
ÑéeñÌ (ÑèeñÍnÌ+) grass sp.
náÑgÌ (nàÑgÍnÌ+) mine (sg.) (Substitute)
ßàlàsù (ßàlàsúnÌ+) tree sp. (Ficus?)
Ñóolè (ÑòolénÌ+) maternal uncle
àbíyà (àbíyànÌ+) plant sp. (toxic)
àßús(s)òlò (àßús(s)òlónÌ+) sweet sorghum
                                                     
20 See the case of two Central Sudanic languages, Gula (Nougayrol 1999:94) and Bagiro (Boyeldieu
2000:106-109).
21 Unfortunately, I have no data concerning the form and behavior of the ordinal numerals. Interestingly,
Liguri (or Laggori), which has specific terms – different from the cardinals – for ‘first’ and ‘second’, adds a
“prefix na-” to the cardinal forms for ‘three’ and upwards (Alamin Mubarak 2006), a marker which could be
compared to the -nÌ formative of some of the modified-noun forms in Shatt Damam (see below).
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Though well attested, the suffix -n¥ is strictly restricted to nouns whose simple form
ends with a vowel (-V).
5.2. Singular suffix -¥
The marker -¥ is suffixed to circa 50% of the simple singular noun forms:
1. -u > -uw¥ llù (llúwÌ+) traditional ball game
2. -ii? > -iiy¥ mmìi (mmìiy ?) (mmíiyÌ+) skin, hide
3. -p > -b¥ ìp (ìibÌ+) tail
òp (óobÌ+) mature man
4. -t > -d¥ àwàt (àwádÌ+) bird
pògùt (pògúdÌ+) fight, fighting, war (Nv)
5. -s > -s(s)¥ ìs (íisÌ+) dog
màs (màs(s)Ì+) fire
6. -s > -s¥ (~ -st¥) kÌ‰ìs (kÌ‰ísÌ+ ~ kÌ‰ístÌ+) pestle
7. -c > -c(c)¥ àbáxtìc (àbáxtìcÌ+) hair, feather
sòc (sòc(c)Ì+) tree sp.
8. -k > -g¥ sòk (sògÌ+) way, road
kàlÌk (kàlÍgÌ+) God
9. -k > -g¥ (~ -ks¥) yòk (yógÌ+ ~ yóksÌ+) fish trap
10. -k > -x¥ kìk (kÌxÌ+) person, human being
11. -ñ > -ñ¥ dèñ (déñÌ+) cow, bovine
12. -Ñ > -Ñ¥ llàÑ (lláÑÌ+) basket sp.
xòÑ (xòÑÌ+) sun
13. -l > -l¥ dòl (dólÌ+) snake
sàgàl (sàgálÌ+) girl
14. -y -y¥ ñìxìy (ñìxíyÌ+) cotton, cotton plant
òxèy (òxéyÌ+) animal
15. -r > -r¥ càbÌr (càbÍrÌ+) hill, mountain
llèr (llérÌ+) collective ground
16. -r > -r¥ (~ -rs¥) míddàñÌr (míddàñÍrÌ+
~ míddàñÍrsÌ+)
fat (n.)
17. -x > -x¥ dòx (dóxÌ+) mud
ùx (ùxÌ+) woman, wife
In two cases only, the suffix -¥ is applied to vowel-final simple noun forms (a high
vowel in both cases: 1-2). In most instances, it appears with consonant-final simple
forms. The suffixation usually has a voicing effect on a voiceless final obstruent (3, 4,
8-9), except for -s (5-6) and -c (7). The velar -k may also exceptionally shift to -x¥ (10).
Some nouns have freely varying modified forms in which -¥ optionally alternates with
either -T¥ (6) or -S¥ (9, 16).
5.3. Singular suffix -S¥
The marker -S¥ is suffixed to circa 15% of the simple singular noun forms:
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1. -ß > -ßs¥ máktàß (màktáßsÌ+) (Ar.) office
2. -s > -zz¥ àìs (àízzÌ+) goat
3. -k > -ks¥ ßàñàk (ßàñáksÌ+) warthog
kùxùk (kùxúksÌ+) hen, chicken
4. -k > -ks¥ ~ -ss¥ ßáarùk (ßàarúksÌ+ ~ ßàarússÌ+) cattle fence
5. -k > -ks¥ (~ -g¥) yòk (yóksÌ+ ~ yógÌ+) fish trap
6. -m > -mz¥ gáddùm (gáddùmzÌ+) adze
•èm (•émzÌ+) spleen (?)
7. -ñ > -ñz¥ (~ -ñd¥) àssèñ (àsséñzÌ+ ~ àsséñdÌ+) sweet sorghum
8. -Ñ > -Ñz¥ mòdólòÑ (mòdólòÑzÌ+) cock, rooster
pámbàÑ (pàmbáÑzÌ+) flute sp.
9. -Ñ > -Ñz¥ ~ -zz¥ àbàÑ (àbáÑzÌ+ ~ àbázzÌ+) man, male
10. -w > -wz¥ kàkkàw (kàkkáwzÌ+) animal sp.
ñòxólòw (ñòxólòwz(z)Ì+) hyena
11. -l > -lz¥ (~ -ld¥) álkòlòl (álkòlólzÌ+ ~ álkòlóldÌ+) (Ar.?) small pot for soup
12. -y > -yz¥ •ùkkwìy (•ùkkwíyzÌ+) hunting stick
ùkkùy (ùkkúyzÌ+) small gourd
13. -y > -zz¥ ßìcìy (ßìcízzÌ+) gourd with neck
sìc(c)ìy (sìc(c)ízzÌ+) straight hoe
14. -r > -rs¥ hággàttÌwèr (hággàttÌwérsÌ+) type of bead
15. -r > -rs¥ (~ -r¥) míddàñÌr (míddàñÍrsÌ+ ~ míddàñÍrÌ+) fat (n.)
16. -x > -xs¥ àsÍmèx (àsÍmèxsÌ+) moon, month
gàx (gáxsÌ+) stick
The suffix -S¥ is applied only to consonant-final simple noun forms (it appears
frequently after final -k, -Ñ, and -x). It is usually realized as -s¥ when suffixed to an
implosive (1), a voiceless obstruent (3-5) (with a free variant -ks¥ ~ -ss¥ in 4), or a trill
(14-16). The voicing of -s as -zz¥ (2) is exceptional in this case. It is, however, normally
voiced after nasals (6-9) (with a free variant -Ñz¥ ~ -zz¥ in 9) and glides (10-13) (with two
possible realizations after -y: either -yz¥ (12) or -zz¥ (13)).
Some nouns show optional variants of their modified forms with -¥ (5, 15) or -T¥ (7,
11) suffixes.
5.4. Singular suffix -T¥
The marker -T¥ is suffixed to circa 10% of the simple singular noun forms:
1. -t > -tt¥ sàt (sàttÌ+) gourd (half round)
zìt (zíttÌ+) rope
2. -t > -dd¥ mìt (míddÌ+) oil
3. -s > -st¥ à‰ìs (à‰ístÌ+) bile
màlàs (màlástÌ+) spear
4. -s > -st¥ (~ -s¥) kÌ‰ìs (kÌ‰ístÌ+ ~ kÌ‰ísÌ+) pestle
5. -m > -md¥ álkùlùm (álkùlúmdÌ+) (Ar.?) sorghum sp. (red grains)
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6. -n > -nd¥ dÌn (dÍndÌ+) scorpion
mègèn (mègéndÌ+) orphan
7. -ñ > -ñd¥ màràñ (màráñdÌ+) scar
8. -ñ > -ñd¥ (~ -ñz¥) àssèñ (àsséñdÌ+ ~ àsséñzÌ+) sweet sorghum
9. -w -d¥ òw (óodÌ+) place
10. -l > -ld¥ mìl (míldÌ+) song
mòxkòl (mòxkóldÌ+) kitchen (building)
11. -l > -ld¥ (~ -lz¥) álkòlòl (álkòlóldÌ+
~ álkòlólzÌ+) (Ar.?)
small pot for soup
12. -r > -rt¥ àssùkàr (àssùkártÌ+) (Ar.) sugar
The suffix -T¥ is applied only to consonant-final simple noun forms (it appears
frequently after final -s and -l). The suffix consonant is realized voiceless (as -t(t)¥) after
a voiceless obstruent ((1, 3-4) but note the exceptional voicing in (2)) or a trill (12), and
as voiced (-d¥) after a nasal (5-8)22 or a glide (10-11).
Because of the still unclear status of voiceless obstruents in intervocalic position (see
2.1 above), it is uncertain whether patterns (1-2) should be considered as resulting from
suffixation of -T¥ or -¥ (cf. (4) under 5.2 above, where -t+-¥ is realized as -d¥); see,
however, the evidence from -K¥ (5.5), which argues for a parallel -T¥ in the present case.
Varying modified-noun forms result from optional suffixation of -¥ (4) or -S¥ (8, 11).
5.5. Plural suffix -K¥
The marker -K¥ alone is suffixed to all plural simple noun forms:
1. -V > -Vg(g)¥ ßúldì (ßùldígÌ+) two-skinned drums
káÑgÌ (kàÑgÍgÌ+) mine (pl.) (Substitute)
ßàlàsúddì (ßàlàsúddìgÌ+) trees sp. (Ficus?)
tándù (tàndúggÌ+) cloths
ßèeßè (ßèeßégÌ+) gourds
mòxsò (mòxsógÌ+) plants sp.
sòktà (sòktágÌ+) ways, roads
2. -u > -uñg¥ bálàlù (bálàlúñgÌ+) pigeons or doves (?)
3. -Vi > -Vyg¥ ÑÑáì (ÑÑáygÌ+) bones
4. -ß > -ßk¥ gÌß (gÍßkÌ+) covering with earth, burying [pl.]
(Nv)
zÌß (zÍßkÌ+) sowing in holes [pl.] (Nv)
5. -• > -•k¥ bù• (bú•kÌ+) barking [pl.] (Nv)
bò• (bó•kÌ+) pinching (cheek) [pl.] (Nv)
6. -‰ > -‰k¥ zà‰ (zá‰kÌ+) pushing [pl.] (Nv)
7. -t > -tk¥ bùt (bútkÌ+) boiling [pl.] (Nv)
ßßàt (ßßátkÌ+) hitting, striking [pl.] (Nv)
8. -t > -kk¥ ßùÑàt (ßùÑákkÌ+) swelling [pl.] (Nv)
kúugìt (kùugíkkÌ+) laughing [pl.] (Nv)
                                                     
22 I will not debate here whether the sequence -nd- (like -Ñg- below) has to be analyzed as one pre-nasalized
phoneme or as a succession of two distinct phonemes.
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9. -s > -sk¥ ñèñémès (ñèñémèskÌ+) stars
mmòs (mmóskÌ+) rotting [pl.] (Nv)
10. -k > -k(k)¥ zÌk (zÍkÌ+) earth, ground [pl.]
bádÌk (bádÌk(k)Ì+) houses
wèk (wèkkÌ+) things
tÌbéydÌk (tÌbéydÌkkÌ+) heat [pl.] (Na)
bàk (bàkkÌ+) sitting at the fire [pl.] (Nv)
11. -m > -mg¥ dìm (dímgÌ+) spendng time [pl.] (Nv)
ññàm (ññámgÌ+) looking for [pl.] (Nv)
12. -m > -Ñg¥ mmèm (mméÑgÌ+) milk [pl.]
13. -n > -ng¥ gàn (gángÌ+) counting [pl.] (Nv)
14. -n > -Ñg¥ kìn (kíÑgÌ+) people, human beings
15. -ñ > -ñg¥ cánnìñ (cànníñgÌ+) Shatt people
kòxòñ (kòxóñgÌ+) scratching o.s. [pl.] (Nv)
16. -Ñ > -Ñg¥ kù•òÑ (kù•óÑgÌ+) sweet canes
sÌÑ (sÍÑgÌ+) sleeping, sleep, night [pl.] (Nv)
17. -w > -wg(g)¥ èlèw (èléwgÌ+) trees sp.
cÌdÌw (cÌdÍwg(g)Ì+) wild yams sp.
gàw (gáwgÌ+) throwing [pl.] (Nv)
18. -w > -gg¥ dÍnÌw (dÍnÌggÌ+) scorpions
19. -l > -lg¥ gÌl (gÍlgÌ+) eggs
dók(k)òl (dók(k)òlgÌ+) standing [pl.] (Nv)
20. -y > -yg¥ púuxìy (pùuxíygÌ+) traditional ceremonies
bérè‰èy (bérè‰èygÌ+) pressing [pl.] (Nv)
21. -iy > -iig¥ kÍ•ìy (kÌ•íigÌ+) udders, breasts
zìy (zíigÌ+) ropes
22. -iy > -igg¥ púuÑìy (pùuÑíggÌ) desiring [pl.] (Nv)
23. -iy > -ikk¥ pùrúsìy (pùrúsìkkÌ+) blowing (with mouth) [pl.] (Nv)
24. -ey > -egg¥ Ñóorèy (ÑòoréggÌ+) pounding into flour [pl.] (Nv)
25. -ey > -igg¥ àwágèy (àwágìggÌ+) being painful [pl.] (Nv)
26. -r > -rk¥ bÌr (bÍrkÌ+) touching [pl.] (Nv)
27. -x > -xk¥ àÑàx (àÑáxkÌ+) flies
yìx (yíxkÌ+) knowing [pl.] (Nv)
The suffix consonant is realized voiceless after an implosive (4-6), a voiceless
obstruent (7-10), or a trill (26-27). It is realized as voiced after a vowel (1), a nasal
(11-16),23 or a glide (17-22, 24-25).
Some particular cases require a short comment: (2) is irregular; (3) may suggest
reanalyzing ÑÑáì ‘bone’ as ÑÑây; in (7-8), the final -t is either preserved or assimilated to
the following -k-; in (11-12), -m+-K¥ may result either in -mg¥ or in -Ñg¥; in (13-14),
-n+-K¥ may similarly result either in -ng¥ (?) or in -Ñg¥; 18 is irregular (cf. 17); (21-22)
show two different results of -iy+-K¥, namely -iig¥ or -igg¥; (23) shows an unexpected
voiceless consonant (cf. 22); (24) is irregular (cf. 23) or erroneous.
                                                     
23 See note 22 above.
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As for -T¥ (see 5.4), one might wonder whether pattern (10) (-k+-K¥ > -k(k)¥) really
supports suffixation of -K¥ rather than -¥. If the latter, however, simple noun forms ending
in -k would become the only ones to take a plural suffix -¥ instead of -K¥. Selecting -K¥ is
thus much more plausible, and this reinforces the analysis of -t(t)¥) as -t+-T¥ rather than
-t+-¥ (see 5.4 above).
Lastly, there remain three patterns in which the suffix -K¥ may be substituted for (?),
rather than suffixed to, the final consonant:
28. -t > -k¥ úudìt (ùudúkÌ+) (*ùudúkkÌ+) planting [pl.] (Nv)
wàsàt (wàsákÌ+) (*wàsákkÌ+) sowing by broadcasting [pl.] (Nv)
29. -t > -gg¥ déldèt (déldèggÌ+) hearing, listening (+ear) [pl.] (Nv)
30. -c > -k(k)¥ •èc (•ék(k)Ì+) going, leaving[pl.] (Nv)
Pattern (28) is illustrated by modified noun forms (deverbal nouns or infinitives) in
which the intervocalic -k- is explicitely not strong or geminated, thus suggesting a -k- /
-kk- contrast in this position (see 2.1 above); (29) is irregular in voicing the suffix
consonant; (30) may constitute a case of assimilation similar to (8) above, rather than
substitution.
5.6. Summary comments
The preceding detailed discussion is intended to show that the modified form of any
given simple noun is, in two respects, unpredictable:
1. While -n¥ co-occurs – notwithstanding two debatable instances – with a vowel-final
simple noun form, the three remaining singular suffixes, -¥, -S¥, and -T¥, may all appear in
comparable contexts (see the table below) and are therefore independent of the
phonological features of the simple noun form and associated rather with its lexical
identity. The unpredictable nature of the choice is confirmed by cases of free variation
between two of the three suffixes, viz., -¥ ~ -S¥, -¥ ~ -T¥, and -S¥ ~ -T¥.
-S¥ -T¥ -K¥
-n¥ -¥ -s¥ -z¥ -t¥ -d¥ -k¥ -g¥





-t + + + +
-s + + + +
-c +
-k + + +
-m + + +
-n + +
-ñ + + + +
-Ñ + + +
-w + + +
-l + + + +
-y + + +
-r + + + +
-x + + +
Distribution of suffixes according to the final segment in the simple noun form
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2. While the phonological outcomes of suffixation respect the general principle of
consonant voicing in the context of a phonetically voiced final segment in the simple
form, there are too many irregularities for specific morphological rules to be postulated.
Here again, the result of suffixation is unpredictable as a whole and must be treated as
lexicalized.
To sum up, even if the five suffixes -n¥, -¥, -S¥, -T¥, and -K¥ are still transparent and
doubtless reflect an earlier state of the language in which they were even more clearly
identifiable, I consider them to be no longer suffixes in the strictly synchronic sense of
the word, but rather view them as fossilized elements in specific modified-noun forms
which must be learned and associated with their simple counterparts. Note, however, that
these modified forms usually involve two strata of number markers (marker of the simple
form + marker of the modified form, see section 9).
Shatt Damam nouns thus appear in two complementary, irreducible forms. As will be
seen in the next sections, this situation differs from the ones observed in closely related
languages.
6. The noun in the “eastern” languages
The distinction between “eastern” (Shatt and Liguri) and “western” Daju (other
languages from Lagowa to Darfur, Wadai, and further west) dates back to Stevenson
(1956-57:(40)112, 1964:95-96), who relied essentially on differences in noun
morphology, the topic of the present paper.
6.1. Shatt Tebeldia
Stevenson published data on Shatt in two places: Stevenson (1964:95-98) and Tucker
and Bryan (1966:231-242). From a comment in another article (Stevenson 1956-
57:(40)111),24 we may assume his data are primarily from Shatt Tebeldia, though this is
never made explicit:
“Mr. and Mrs. MacDiarmid recorded a short vocabulary and some sentences in ‘Shat’
[footnote not cited], which I find to be the dialect of Shatt Damam. I have since compiled a
grammar of SHATT, with texts (unpublished M[anu]S[cript]), based on the dialect of Shatt
Tebeldi[a].”
Shatt Tebeldia nouns are similar to the simple-noun forms of Shatt Damam. Let us
consider some of the examples given by Stevenson (1964:98) to illustrate the sg./pl.
contrast:
Shatt Tebeldia Shatt Damam
is /pl. is-u ìs (íisÌ+) / ìisù (ìisúggÌ+) dog
eek /pl. eeg-iny •èek (•éeksÌ+) / •éegìñ (•éegìñgÌ+) giraffe
mas /pl. mas-ta màs (màs(s)Ì+) / màstà (màstágÌ+) fire
mil /pl. mil-di mìl (míldÌ+) / míldì (mìldígÌ+) song
ip /pl. ib-tiny ìp (ìibÌ+) / ìptìñ (ìptíñgÌ+) tail
ba /pl. ba-dök bà (bánÌ+) / bádÌk (bádÌk(k)Ì+) house
zi-t /pl. zi zìt (zíttÌ+) / zìy (zíigÌ+) rope
Ñai-c /pl. Ñai ÑÑàc (ÑÑác(c)Ì+) / ÑÑáì (ÑÑáygÌ+) bone
                                                     
24 In the same article (1956-57:(40)112), Stevenson refers to “Characteristics of DAJU” to be presented in a
following section (Chap. IV), but the Daju group turns out not to appear in the descriptive part (1956-57:(41)
171).
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aw-at /pl. aw-iny àwàt (àwádÌ+) / àwìñ (àwíñgÌ+) bird
Cann-ic /pl. Cann-iny cánnìc (cànnícÌ+) / cánnìñ (cànníñgÌ+) Shatt
The case of probable “relational” nouns, which are not given special treatment by
Stevenson in respect to number marking,25 is less clear. They seem to be similar to the
Shatt Damam modified form unless a (plural) simple form occurs in the latter; in that
case, Shatt Tebeldia may have an equivalent of the modified form (e.g., ‘tooth’) or the
simple form (e.g., ‘tongue’) in Shatt Damam:
Shatt Tebeldia Shatt Damam
au-nÆ /pl. a-ge (àwúnÌ+) / (ággÌ+) eye
nyix-te /pl. nyix-ke (ñìxtÌ+) / ñìx (ñìxkÌ+) tooth
nyibur-e /pl. nyibur-ti (ñìbÍrÌ+) / ñìbÍrtì (ñìbÍrtìgÌ+) tongue
However, Shatt Tebeldia nouns require a “concord marker” if modified. Let us here
quote Stevenson (1964:97) in full:
“Daju has no noun classes, but Liguri and Shatt (not W[estern] Daju) have a type of
concord system in which nouns in the singular control various prefixes; with plural and
mass nouns there is a uniform prefix k-. The prefixes are used with adjectives, possessive
and demonstrative pronouns, and with the genitive particle, but not with verbs. Examples
from Shatt:
Zero prefix: sat øÑ this gourd plur. satu k-øñ
sat aÑwonte* big gourd satu k-aÑwøniny
Prefix n-: ba n-øÑ this house badök k-øÑ
ba n-aÑwonte big house badök k-aÑwøniny
Prefix t-: malas t-øÑ this spear wilek k-øÑ
malas t-aÑwonte big spear wilek k-aÑwøniny
Prefix s-: gax s-øÑ this stick gany k-øÑ
gax s-aÑwonte big stick gany k-aÑwøniny
[footnote:] * The a- of aÑwonte is itself a prefix, but has not been hyphened here as we are
concerned only with the concord.
This use of these prefixes depends to a large extent upon phonetic criteria, though one or
two notional factors are involved. Thus in Shatt (Liguri is very similar) with many nouns
having a final vowel the concord prefix is n-; some in -s have concord t-; nouns in -n and -l
have d-; those in -k and -x have s-; nouns ending in other consonants and parts of the body
ending in a vowel have zero concord.”
Like examples in Shatt Damam would be analyzed and transcribed in the following
way: sàtt-òÑ /pl. sàttúg-òÑ ‘this gourd’, sàtt-à Ñóndèy /pl. sàttúg-à Ñònìñ ‘big gourd’,
bán-òÑ /pl. bádÌk(k)-òÑ ‘this house’, bán-à Ñóndèy /pl. bádÌk(k)-à Ñònìñ ‘big
house’, etc.
Stevenson (in Tucker and Bryan 1966:238-239) is still more explicit concerning the
separability of the “concord marker” – or “determinative” – from the noun:
“In the eastern languages, there is a Particle which would appear to be a Determinative. It
stands between a Noun and a following Qualifier (Adjective, Numeral, Possessive,
Demonstrative, the Interrogative ‘which’, and Noun Possessor). [...] It cannot properly be
                                                     
25 Stevenson obviously does not analyze the -nÆ/-ge of au-nÆ/a-ge ‘eye’ or the -te/-ke of nyix-te/nyix-ke
‘tooth’ as “concord markers”, but rather as number markers of “body-part” nouns ending in a vowel which
require a “zero concord” (see quote below).
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described as a Prefix to the Qualifier, since in the western languages a final element in the
Noun corresponds to this particle; neither, however, is it here a Suffix, since it is separable
and repeatable (for convenience, it is here hyphened to the following word). Compare
SHATT  malas t-øÑ t-aÑ  lit. spear this my DAJU of Darfur  malaƒti  spear”26
Unfortunately I have no similar example for Shatt Damam and am unable to say
whether such a construction is possible or not. The sole available instance of a complex
modification is illustrated in (40) (cf. sìkkínè (sìkkínènÌ+) (Ar.) ‘knife’ and sìkkínèn-
àÑ ‘my knife’):
(40) máalù zìt nà sìkkínèn-àÑg-ì wìyéy-àÑ
PFV.S3m.cut rope with knife-my-REL (be)_sharp-DEF
He cut the rope with my knife which is sharp.
where the modified noun form sìkkínènÌ+ directly receives both the “possessive” (-àÑ >
-àÑg-?) and the relative -ì with no repetition of a -n¥ “suffix”.
Thus, what Stevenson considers to be a concord marker or a determinative separate
from the noun (though prefixed to the modifier) in Shatt Tebeldia corresponds to – and
most likely has become – a fixed suffix, now part of the modified noun form, in Shatt
Damam. As will be seen in section 7, the latter represents in this respect a transitional
stage towards the situation in the “western” Daju languages.
6.2. Liguri
Liguri nouns, too, are usually similar to the simple form in Shatt Damam. Let us take
some illustrations from Thelwall (1981:51-60, 68-70, 132-161) and Alamin Mubarak





















as /pl. as as / as àìs (àízzÌ+) / àìs (àískÌ+) goat
eewes /pl. ewe ewe-s / ewe è(e)t (èttÌ+) / èwè (èwé(e)gÌ+) tree/stick28
dol /pl. doo‹-u doll dòl (dólÌ+) / dólù (dólùg(g)Ì+) snake
iis /pl. iiz-Œ is ìs (íisÌ+) / ìisù (ìisúggÌ+) dog
ßosok / ßosokta bozzok sòk (sògÌ+) / sòktà (sòktágÌ+) road, way






                                                     
26 In the following paragraph, Stevenson seems to be less sure about the conditioning of the singular
“concord marker” or “determinative”: “The nature of the alveolar consonant [i.e., n-, s-, z-, t-, or d-, if not
zero] in the singular varies according to principles not at present understood.”
27 Stevenson (1964:111) distinguishes three “very closely related” dialects in the Liguri “cluster”: Líguri
(lÓgørik), Sabúri (cábburi) and Tallau (‰illou). Stevensons’s, Thelwall’s, and Alamin Mubarak’s data could
be from Líguri, although this is not explicit (the latter says in fact “The language under consideration is
called ‘Laggori’ [...]”).



















meem mem / mem mmèm (mméÑgÌ+) [pl.] milk
ma mmà (mmáagÌ+) [pl.] water
ßux ßux / ßuñ ~ ßùx (ßùxkÌ+) [pl.] beer
sia sŒyat sìyàt (sìyákkÌ+) [pl.] eating, food
(Nv)
bagat ßàgàt (ßàgákkÌ+) taking,
marrying,
marriage (Nv)
However, the presumably “relational” nouns usually correspond to the modified form
in Shatt Damam, even ‘breast, udder’ (not a “relational” noun in Shatt D); an exception is






aune /pl. age awŒn / agg (àwúnÌ+) / (ággÌ+) eye
une-te /pl. uge unet / uggŒ (wúndÌ+) / (wúÑgÌ+) ear
ix, exne /pl. exge (èxénÌ+) / (èxéÑgÌ+) leg, foot
Ñase /pl. Ñastige (ÑáasÌ+) / (ÑàstÍÑgÌ+) neck
muun- /pl. mutku- (múunÌ+) / (mùdúkkÌ+) nose
wane /pl. watkana (wànÌ+) / (wàdÍkkÌ+) body
sŒmd- /pl. sŒmdig- (síndÌ+) / (sìndíÑgÌ+) knee






Now the information about the morphosyntactic behavior of Liguri nouns is somewhat
contradictory. On one hand, according to Stevenson (1964:97 and in Tucker and Bryan
1966:238-239), Liguri requires “concord markers” or “determinatives” like Shatt
Tebeldia (but Stevenson's examples are from Shatt only). On the other hand, Alamin
Mubarak (2006: 21-23) says nothing of such associative markers. She simply states: “The
noun is placed in the initial position, and the modifiers come after it [...]”, and, in fact, all
her examples show what looks like a “simple” noun as the head, without any linking
morpheme following or even suffixed:
(41) bozzok kŒllŒb (adjective)
street narrow
narrow street




(43) ba maria pappar (demonstrative + adj.)
house that wide
that wide house
(44) batta makia papparŒñ (demonstrative + adj.)
house.PL those wide.PL
those wide houses
(45) lak as (noun)
room goat
goat’s room
(46) ax ÑiÑŒs (noun)
hole rat
rat’s hole
(47) ba - aggŒ bikke baball (possessive + adj. + adj.)
house - my big white
my big white house
etc.
Unless Stevenson’s and Alamin Mubarak’s data are not from the same dialect, and
their sources actually differ that greatly, the two positions are irreconcilable and
obviously require further investigation.
7. The noun in the “western” languages
In short words, “western” Daju languages are characterized by the fact that they show
only one noun form, which usually incorporates the former associative marker, i.e., this
noun form is in most cases similar to the modified form of Shatt Damam, whether it be
syntactically modified or not. Let us quote Stevenson (1964:97)29 again, who is very clear
on this point, although his diachronic interpretation of the facts is questionable:
“These concords [i.e., the concords of Shatt and Liguri] must, I think, have arisen in part
from the transference of suffixes, still to be found in W[estern] Daju, from nouns to the
following qualifiers. (Cf. the type of change which has given English “a newt” instead of
“an ewt”.) This may be illustrated by a few examples of nouns and concords in Shatt
compared with their equivalents in Darfur Daju:
Shatt Concord Darfur Daju
spear malas t- malaƒte
tree Æt t- Ætte
place ou d- ode
sheep sagön d- ƒaginde
donkey kacö n- kacinÆ
horse moxta n- mørtanÆ”
Thelwall (1981: 61-62, 130) rightly objected to Stevenson’s assumption of “western”
suffixes becoming “eastern” autonomous markers (we will come back to this point in
section 9). The important thing here is that Stevenson perceptively observed the similarity
between the “western” nouns and the “eastern” nouns + concord. Nevertheless, this
general principle deserves a more detailed study that will now be conducted by
consideration of four representative languages.30
                                                     
29 The text directly follows the one cited under 6.1 above.
30 These languages have been chosen on account of both their geographical location in the Daju area and the
quality of the available documentation.
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7.1. Lagowa
Lagowa (sometimes spelled Lagawa) is spoken in the Nuba hills of the Sudan (west of
Kadugli) and is geographically close to Shatt and Liguri, although it belongs
linguistically to the “western” Daju languages.
Abbaker Ismail (2000) discusses the phonology and noun number morphology of
Lagowa. In chapter 5 (entitled “Word-formation processes”, p. 92-106), he gives a few
examples of noun modification which show that the noun form undergoes no change
outside dropping final -e in case of suffixation when modified by a “possesive” pronoun
or a demonstrative, e.g.:
langakke singing langakkang my singing
kunce dura kuncang my dura
kuncinka your (sg.) dura
kunceena his/her dura
etc.
kantane hen kantanang my hen
kantane ma this hen
kantuke hens kantukang my hens
kantuke sa these hens
The lexical data presented below are cited from Abbaker Ismail (2000),31 sometimes
completed by Thelwall (1981).
7.2. Nyala
Since various Daju-speaking groups are settled in Darfur (Sudan), the label Nyala is
preferred (Jungraithmayr 1978, Thelwall 1981) for the language spoken in the “Daju
hills” northeast of Nyala.
Although there is no precise information about the noun phrase in Nyala, the language
constitutes an important bridging reference with the westernmost languages, Sila and
Eref. It is lexically relatively well documented thanks to Jungraithmayr (1978) and
Thelwall (1981), the sources of the data presented below.
7.3. Sila
Daju of Dar Sila is spoken in southern Wadai (region of Goz Beida, Chad), and
extends over into the Sudan. The Sila data are based on personal documentation,
collected in Abéché (1995).
As a general rule, Sila nouns are segmentally invariant (except for possible loss of
final -e in case of suffixation) when they are syntactically modified.
Noun
The modifier may be a noun according to three different patterns:
a) the head comes first and is separated from the modifier by the associative marker
(also relative, see below) nì /pl. kì (number agreement is not strict: the sg. form nì often
stands with a head in the plural). This construction essentially refers to associations of a
specific nature, e.g.:
àgìcé house àgìcé nì ƒéÑnè house of the chief
àgìcìÑgé houses àgìcìÑgé kì (~ nì) ƒéÑnè houses of the chief
                                                     
31 Note that Abbaker Ismail uses his own transcription which is sometimes misleading: b, d, and j stand for
/ß/, /•/, and /‰/, respectively; ng and nk for /Ñ/ and /Ñk/=[Ñg]; internal p, t, and k for [b], [d], and [g].
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èréeÑgè feet, legs èréeÑgè kì (~ nì) múusè footprints of gazelle
cáacè child cáacè nì Ñáañjè upper grindstone (lit. child of
grindstone)
ìisè dog ìisè nì kórrè insect sp. (lit. dog of sky)
Note that this associative marker is in fact an associative substitute (‘the one(s) of’),
which may function by itself as a head, e.g.:
(48) máa nì / kì yóogénà kàßàgín
he the_one_of / the_ones_of man.DEF PFV.S3.take
He took the one / the ones of the man.
b) the head is immediately followed by the modifier. The association is essentially of a
generic nature:
àgìcé house àgìcé àwàadè nest (lit. house bird)
ñìccè excrement ñìccè kùláanè scoria (lit. excrement iron)
cáacè child cáacè wúrè girl (lit. child woman)
cóokè children cóokè wúrgè girls (lit. children women)
àsíccè fish àsíccè Ñáaré fish sp. (Labeo sp.) (lit. fish hyena)
c) the modifier precedes the head (the difference with respect to b) is unclear):32
èrré foot, leg èrré ßàaté sole of foot (lit. foot sole)
àandé hand àandé cáacè finger (lit. hand child)
àsíÑgè hands àsíÑgè cóokè fingers (lit. hands children)
Modifying adjective
The modifier may be a modifying adjective33 which follows the head noun and agrees
with it in number:
àaré hole àaré tàwàlóynò deep hole
àrtìÑgè holes àrtìÑgè tàwàlóykò deep holes
ùÑgé [pl.] water ùÑgé kìrkírkò cold water
Cardinal numeral
It follows the (head?) noun:
àsíccè fish àsíccè úÑgùn one fish
àsìckè fish (pl.) àsìckè bídàk two fish
ìisígè dogs ìisígè kòdòs three dogs
Relative clause
The relative clause follows the head noun and is marked by nì /pl. kì (similar to the
associative marker or substitute, see above):
(49) (ànàÑ) nàdúñàs ìléwgé kì kámàsà
(me) FUT.S1.burn leaf.PL REL.PL PFV.P3.dry
I will burn the leaves that dried out.
Demonstratives
They directly follow the head noun (with a regressive tone-raising effect):
sìttè rope sìtté án this rope
sìigè ropes sìigé áÑ these ropes
                                                     
32 Note that Sila shows a SOV order as an apparently free variant of SVO.
33 Sila shows two parallel categories of modifying and predicative adjectives (e.g. kìrkírrò /pl. kìrkírkò ‘cold’
vs. kìrkìrá /pl. kìrkìrìÑ ‘be cold’), which are distinct from both nouns and verbs (Boyeldieu 2008a).
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tàbbé field tàbbé à•í that field
tàbbàngè fields tàbbàngé àggí those fields
ùÑgé [pl.] water ùÑgé àggí that water
àgìcé house àgìcé à•éerà that house over there
àgìcìÑgé houses àgìcìÑgé àggéerà those houses over there
Associative pronouns
They are suffixed to the head noun. The noun’s final e (the most common final
segment in Sila) is dropped with vowel-initial pronouns (e.g., -àÑ ‘my’) or possibly
harmonized in other cases (e.g., > i before -ce ‘her’ or -ya ‘their’, > u before -ma ‘his’):
tàatè gourd tàat-àÑ my gourd
tàatì-cé her gourd
tàatì-yá their gourd
tàatìgé gourds tàatìg-áÑ my gourds
tàatùgì-cé her gourds
tàatìgì-yá their gourds
èrré foot, leg èrr-áÑ my leg
èrrú-mà his leg




The definite -nà (which has an anaphoric value: ‘the mentioned or known n’) is
suffixed to nouns ending in e:
tàatè gourd tàaté-nà the gourd
tàatìgé gourds tàatìgé-nà the gourds
Special cases
There are, however, exceptions in the two last cases to the general principle of noun
invariance over the different syntactic contexts. These exceptions involve a fair number
of singular nouns ending in -e, as well as nouns ending in another vowel (i.e., -a, -i, -o, or
-u) or in a consonant (we refer here exclusively to singular forms whose plural
counterparts are “regular” nouns ending in -e).
With an associative pronoun, these special singular nouns must use a secondary form,
characterized by a suffix -ne:
tàbbé (tàbbèné-) field tàbbèn-áÑ my field
tàbbùnú-mà his field
tàbbìní-yà their field
cíicì (cíicìné-) [sg. only] spear sp. cíicìn-áÑ my spear
cíicìnù-má his spear
kùrùÑdúÑ (kùrùÑdúÑnè-) harp kùrùÑdúÑn-àÑ my harp
kùrùÑdúÑnù-mà his harp
kùrùÑdúÑnì-yà their harp
Compare the behavior of the corresponding “regular” plural forms:




kùrùÑdùÑkè harps kùrùÑdùÑk-àÑ my harps
kùrùÑdùÑkù-má his harps
kùrùÑdùÑkì-yá their harps
With the definite, the same nouns show divergent behaviors: singular nouns ending in
-e have their final vowel lengthened before the suffixed -nà form of the definite, while
nouns ending in another vowel or in a consonant are followed by a variant nánà:
tàbbé (tàbbée-) field tàbbée-nà the field
cíicì [sg. only] spear sp. cíicì nánà the spear
kùrùÑdúÑ harp kùrùÑdúÑ nánà the harp
Compare again the “regular” plural counterparts:
tàbbàngè fields tàbbàngé-nà the fields
kùrùÑdùÑkè harps kùrùÑdùÑké-nà the harps
The more than one hundred nouns ending in a vowel other than -e or in a consonant
refer primarily to specific plants or animals. They clearly represent a cultural vocabulary
that is probably not common to the Daju languages and has been acquired in more recent
times. On the other hand, the more than two hundred nouns ending in -e and requiring a
variant in -ne/-ee in this context include items that have clear cognates in the related
languages, as will be seen below (8.3).
7.4. Eref
Daju of Eref constitutes, together with its close variant, Daju of Mongo, what Palayer
(in press) calls Daju of Abu Telfan. Both dialects are spoken in the north of the Guéra
range and make up the westernmost representative of the Daju languages. Eref data are
taken from the detailed in-depth work of Palayer (in press, forthcoming).34
As a rule, Eref nouns do not change form when they are modified, except for possible
loss of final -e.
Noun
Associative constructions with a noun modifier show two patterns:
a) The modifier directly follows the head, whose final -e may drop in certain
segmental sequences:
úÑgè water úÑgè mòrré well’s water
úÑgè ùrké drinking water
mèÑgé milk mèÑgé tèeÑé cow’s milk
ándè arm ándè dúdì Dudi’s arm
úrgé women úrgé dúdì Dudi’s women
sìmé belly, inside sìmé bàné ~ sím bàné inside of the compound
árè hole árè n˜íÑsìgé ~ ár n˜íÑsìgé rats’ hole
b) The modifier appears after the “possessive pronoun” ná /pl. ká ‘the one(s) of’, used
here as a connective:
sàgàndé sheep sàgàndé ná •éwèygè sheep for sale
míldìgé songs míldík ká kùkìÑgónà song of our ancestors
•ìské [pl.] war •ìské ká èmsírÑgé bìsténdà war of nine months
                                                     
34 I am especially grateful to Pierre Palayer for allowing me to quote his as yet unpublished volumes.
Examples illustrating noun phrases are chiefly drawn from sections 3.5-3.7 of the Grammar, and lexical data
from the Dictionary. Both works will represent a major contribution to the knowledge of the Daju languages.
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Adjective
The adjective immediately follows the head noun and agrees with it in number:
sàgàndé sheep sàgàndé Ÿíllò black sheep
sàgàndígè sheep (pl.) sàgàndígè Ÿíllíkò black sheep (pl.)
úÑgè [pl.] water úÑgè kírkírkò cold water
Cardinal numeral
Modifying cardinal numerals immediately follow the head:
sìtté rope sìtté rágì one (sole) rope
cókké children cókké mùdùk five children
Relative clause
The relative clause is marked by the “specificative” pronoun mé /pl. méÑ ‘the one
having the quality of, being characterized by’:35
(50) kùlké méÑ •ìlkínè ìís kì kòo sà
sesame[pl.] the_ones_who have_been_pounded dog he took_away them
The sesame that had been pounded, the dog took it away.
Demonstratives
They follow the head noun, with possible elision of final -e:
ùré woman ùré ánnì ~ úr ánnì this woman
òdé place õd ánnì this place
õd áanì that place
Ñáké [pl.] word, matter Ñáké ággì ~ Ñák ággì this matter
“Possessive Pronouns”
They are usually directly suffixed (cf. -a ~ -aÑga ‘my’, -uma ‘his’, -isa ‘their’) to the
noun form, which loses its final vowel:
kéynè house kéynà ~ kéynàÑgá my house
kéynùmà his house
kéynìsà their house
òdé place òdúmà his place
kùkúrgé hen kùkúrgúmà his hen
álà tree sp. (Celtis sp.) álùmà his Celtis
dàabínò red millet dàabínà my red millet
dàabínùmà his red millet
Nevertheless, some loanwords ending in a vowel, as well as consonant-final nouns (often
also loanwords), require – sometimes as free variants – specific possessive forms involving
an initial n-. According to Palayer, these forms result from a combination of the regular
possessive suffixes with the “Possessive Pronoun” ná /pl. ká ‘the one(s) of’ (see above):36
gáyìlè (Ar.) end of morning, midday gáyìlè ná my midday
gáyìlè númà his midday
                                                     
35 See for instance mé dàÑgáyìnè ‘prisoner’ (lit. the one of prison), mé àrké bònnìÑgè ‘tailor’ (lit. the one
sewing cloths), méÑ tùkkè ‘people of the cows (cowherds, owners)’, méÑ cákìnè ‘people from Tchakiné
(village)’.
36 Since these nouns are all apparently singular (cf. the “normal” behavior of some plural counterparts in the
table), the specific forms of the possessive actually only prefix n- (forms in brackets followed by ‘?’ are not
cited as such but are deduced from the morphological comments made by the author).
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mòsòon˜ó (or?) groundnut mòsòon˜ó ná my groundnut
mòsòon˜ó númà his groundnut
màsàn˜íÑgè groundnuts (màsàn˜íÑgà ?) my groundnuts
(màsàn˜íÑgùmà ?) his groundnuts
gúggù pigeon, dove gúggù númà ~ gúggùmà his pigeon
tàmátìm (Ar.?) tomato tàmátìm númà his tomato
bál (Fr.) ball bál númà his ball
bàlnígè balls bàlnígùmà his balls
gàzzás (Ar.) bottle gàzzás númà his bottle
gàzàyísgè bottles gàzàyísgùmà his bottles
Lastly, possessive forms combined with the “Possessive Pronoun” ná /pl. ká may also
be used with “regular” nouns (cf. modification by a noun above), although Palayer does
not comment on any meaning contrast:
Ÿùgé thing Ÿùgé náÑgà my thing
cf. ŸùgáÑgà (?) idem?
wàkké things wàkké káÑgà my things
cf. wàkkáÑgà (?) idem?
8. Morphological correspondences
As we have already seen, “western” (i.e., Lagowa, Nyala, Sila, and Eref) noun forms
correspond, in principle, to the modified noun form of Shatt Damam (Liguri is not
considered here). However, before looking at the evidence for these correspondences, we
need to make some introductory remarks on the comparative series of lexical items
(henceforth LS) illustrated in the Appendix (see below).
8.1. On segmental correspondences
There is no space here to go into the detail of the segmental correspondences which
would be necessary to justify fully the validity of the comparative series. As has been
pointed out by Stevenson (1964:96) and Thelwall (1981:119-120) in a first attempt at
comparison and reconstruction of the Daju languages, a striking feature is the [velar
fricative] x of the “eastern” languages, which may correspond to r, k, g, or h in the
“western” languages.37
I will nevertheless comment briefly on the final vowel of Shatt Damam simple noun
forms, which becomes nonfinal in the modified forms suffixing -n¥ (sg.) or -K¥ (pl.). This
vowel usually varies over the different languages. Let us consider the following lexical
series:















In the singular, Shatt D -a(n¥+) corresponds to -a in Liguri (-a), Lagowa and Nyala
                                                     
37 Thelwall reconstructs two contrastive historical phonemes, *x and *Ä.
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(-ane), but to a final e (-e#) in Sila and to i (-ine) in Eref. Similarly, Shatt D plural
-u(gg¥+) corresponds to Liguri -u, Lagowa and Nyala -uk/ge, Sila and Eref -ige.
Examples of this type are illustrated in the following lexical series (see Appendix):
Shatt Damam i: LS/23, 66, 81
¥: LS/1, 6
u: LS/1, 3, 6, 10, 25, 63, 69
e: LS/2, 5, 68
o: LS/4, 83
a: LS/3, 7, 8, 10, 26, 33, 37, 64, 85
With Shatt Damam as a reference, the following (approximate) correspondences can
be identified:38
Shatt Damam Liguri Lagowa Nyala Sila Eref
i ? a ø, a, u i i
¥ ? i/Œ a/i, Œ e# i
u u, Œ u, (i, a) u, (u/aa, Œ/i) i i
e e e e e#, ee ø, i
o ? a o e# i
a a a, (i) a, Œ e#, i i, (CaCe)
Correspondences for Shatt Damam vowels preceding “suffixes” -n¥ and -K¥
The maximal contrasts are shown in Shatt Damam, which is therefore considered as
the best representative of an earlier common language in this respect (the Liguri evidence
is incomplete and not considered here). These contrasts are partially reduced in Lagowa
(i, o, a = a) and Nyala (which has no proper equivalent of i), and nearly eliminated in
Sila (which has mostly complementary e# and i) and Eref (which has i everywhere
except in disyllabic bàné = Shatt D bà (bánÌ+), Liguri ba ‘house’ (LS/8)).
8.2. Morphological variation and back formation
Examination of the comparative series reveals the same kind of marker variation
between languages as has been observed within Shatt Damam alone (see 3.6). It has also
been mentioned (see note 12) that Daju languages as a whole readily resort to
morphological back formations for both singular and plural. Both kinds of change39 may
restrict the number of true cognates in a given series. Let us first consider some instances
involving singular forms:
Shatt Damam Liguri Lagowa Nyala Sila Eref














                                                     
38 Similar correspondences are sometimes observed for the second, nonfinal vowel of Shatt D simple forms
of the CVCVC type, e.g., LS/30=83, 39 (singular forms).
39 Cases of variation and back formation are distinct by nature, but may be hard to distinguish in particular
instances (see f. and g. below), since a full and detailed comparative study of the number-marking procedures
in all languages has still to be carried out.
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Series a. (‘tree/stick’) has consistent cognates in the plural (suppletive forms), but the
Liguri singular eewes is obviously a back formation obtained by suffixing a singulative -s
(corresponding to -c in other languages) to the plural form ewe.
The same holds in series b. (‘bird’) for Liguri auñiis (< auñ), while Eref has
substituted a singulative (?) for a former singular (*awade > àwdín˜cè) (the different
plural forms also show variation and/or probable back formation).
In series c. (‘fly’), Shatt D has a specific singulative form (-sÌnìc, see 3.3 above)
differing from the one in Liguri, Lagowa, Nyala, and Sila (-s/-c-), whose cognates are
consistent; there is probably no back formation but rather variation in that case; on the
other hand, Eref again has singular back formation created by suffixing a singulative to
the plural form (óÑòrké > òÑórkìcé).
Variation or back formation in plural forms is more common. Let us look at the
following examples:






















































Series d. (‘rope’) shows variation in the plural marker: Liguri and the first Nyala
source have a plural in -u(ge) (rather than -tu(ge)?), while Shatt D, Lagowa, the second
Nyala source, Sila, and Eref have a different plural in -y/i(ge).
In series e. (‘giraffe’), Shatt D, Liguri and Lagowa plurals are most probably true
cognates (despite some segmental variations), while Sila and Eref plurals could result
from analogical back formation from other plural markers found in each language.
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In series f. (‘way, road’), Shatt D, Liguri, and Lagowa have a common plural form vs.
another common form for Nyala, Sila, and Eref; the latter could result either from back
formation from a former *sokta(ge), as suggested by the persistence of a medial -t-, or
constitute true variants (see the instances of a Shatt D plural suffix -tiñ(g¥+) in 3.2).
Finally, series g. (‘house/hole’) displays two variants in Shatt D, the second of which
has a cognate in Lagowa (-ta(ke)); Nyala shows a third variant (plural in -u(ge)); Sila
and Eref plurals might result either from back formation or variation as in the preceding
case.
The possibility of variation and back formation thus makes comparison somewhat
problematic since nouns with different markers may not be true cognates, especially from
a morphological point of view where number marking plays a major role. This fact has to
be borne in mind when looking at the evidence from the lexical comparative series.
8.3. Correspondences for the Shatt Damam sg. suffix -n¥
The lexical series grouped under the heading “suffix -n¥” (see Appendix) represent
more or less the full set of series identified in this respect.
LS/1-10 show the correspondence between Shatt D modified forms ending in -n¥ and
Lagowa, Nyala, and Eref nouns ending in -ne.
Sila does not fit this pattern, but all Sila cognates are nouns characterized by a
secondary form suffixing -ne when modified by an associative pronoun, or by a
lengthened final vowel (-ee) when modified by the definite -nà (see 7.3 above). In the
latter case, noun patterns of the CVCee-nà type might result from the reduction of an
earlier *CVCene-nà involving the same suffix -ne.40 In any case, Sila variants in -ne and
-ee show a syntactic behavior which is similar to that of the modified form in Shatt D,
though these secondary forms are limited to the specific contexts of modification by an
associative pronoun or the definite.
LS/11-13, which are not illustrated for Shatt D, are further proof of the
correspondence between Sila nouns in (/-ne) and other “western” nouns in -ne.
LS/14-16 call for some comments. In LS/14, the Shatt D -n¥ suffix in kòxánÌ+
corresponds to -ne in Lagowa (korne), but not in Nyala (kore) nor in Sila and Eref
(kórrè and kórré). Presumably, the suffix -ne has been assimilated to the preceding r in
the latter languages (note that Sila kórrè is not a noun of the (/-ne) type). A similar
interpretation applies to LS/15 (assimilation to l). As for LS/16, the Shatt D modified
forms èxénÌ+ /pl. èxéÑgÌ+ (with no simple counterparts) taken alone would suggest
suffixation of -¥ /pl. -K¥. However, the “western” cognates, which are similar to the two
preceding cases, seem to indicate that Shatt D sg. èxénÌ+ actually suffixes -n¥, while the
pl. èxéÑgÌ+ involves an medial -Ñ-, characteristic of many “relational” nouns (see 3.10
above).
LS/17-19 further exemplify Shatt D “relational” nouns with no simple form, in which
the presence of a suffix -n¥ is not established, though highly probable. All “western”
languages show a corresponding suffix -ne, including Sila whose cognates (LS/17-18) are
unsurprisinglyly not of the (/-ne) type (in LS/19, Sila òÑóñjè probably results from a
back formation adding -je (singulative -ce?) to the original singular form).
Lastly, LS/20 illustrates the only series in which Shatt D -n¥ has no correspondence in
the “western” languages (Sila íiyè is not a noun of the (/-ne) type). The monosyllabic
                                                     
40 Note also that some – not all – Sila nouns with -ne/-ee variants show plural suffixes of the form -ange
(e.g. mùusé /pl. mùusángè ‘red sorrel’, LS/7 áydè /pl. àydángè ‘in-law’), which are specific to them only.
Sila nouns ending in a non-e vowel or a consonant (see 7.3) are not mentioned here since they do not appear
in the available comparative series.
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character of Shatt D yà (yánÌ+) ‘meat’ cannot be invoked since LS/8 bà (bánÌ+) ‘house’
has a “regular” cognate in Eref, bàné (note also that “western” reflexes of LS/20 are in
fact disyllabic).
8.4. Correspondences for the Shatt Damam sg. suffix -¥
Shatt Damam modified noun forms suffixing -¥ are very common (see 5.2 above). The
lexical series falling under this heading therefore represent approximately one third of the
series available for illustrating this particular case.
LS/21-42 illustrate numerous consistent correspondences of Shatt D -¥ to “western” -e
(the series exemplify various final consonants in the Shatt D simple form). Note that
defective cognates occur in some cases: LS/22 Eref àwdín˜cè probably represents a back
formation by suffixing a singulative (?) -in ˜ce; LS/28 Lagowa apahicce and Nyala apace
show a singulative suffix -(i)ce, which differs from that of the other languages,
-tic(¥+)/-tas/-tice; LS/31 Eref múskìcé results from a back formation (singulative -ce)
on the plural form; LS/35 Sila lùktìcé shows a singulative (or collective?)41 -tice; LS/35
Eref lùgé is a regular cognate but is (has become?) grammatically plural.
LS/43-46 illustrate the same correspondence for Shatt D “relational” nouns with no
simple form (LS/46 Shatt D péenÌ+ represents a variant of pìibínÌ+, which alone has a
simple counterpart píibì).
8.5. Correspondences for the Shatt Damam sg. suffix -S¥
LS/47 represents the sole series presenting a clear correspondence between Shatt D -s¥
and Lagowa -se, alone among “western” languages in this case. Note that, judging from
Shatt D, Lagowa plural forms, which are similar in both sources (-sike/-sŒge),
presumably result from back formations on the singular.
The case of LS/48 is somewhat problematic. The identification of a -s¥ suffix in the
modified form of àìs (àízzÌ+) ‘goat’, which would correspond to “western” -se or -ƒe, is
rather tentative. The persistence of the same consonant s or ƒ in the plural forms of all
languages suggests that this consonant does not belong to the suffix, but to the stem. Yet
Shatt D (like Liguri) shows no number contrast in the simple form (a unique case), and
the plural forms of “western” languages could result from back formations as in the
preceding case (LS/47).
LS/49-51, for which no cognates have been found in Shatt D, constitute good
candidates for possible instances of a -se suffix in the “western” languages (consider their
“long” canonical form, CVCVse or CVCse, which suggests an added final syllable).
However, all plural forms (including Liguri in LS/49) again involve the same consonant
s. Unless we consider that these plurals all result from back formations like the one in
LS/47 Lagowa, the morphological analysis of LS/49-51 remains rather doubtful.
LS/52-59 in turn represent numerous cases in which the Shatt D suffix -s¥ corresponds
to no -se suffix in the “western” languages, but to a bare -e, a situation which noticeably
restricts the validity of the general correspondence between the Shatt D modified form
and the “western” noun forms. We will come back to this point later on (8.7).
8.5. Correspondences for the Shatt Damam sg. suffix -T¥
Instances of Shatt Damam suffix -T¥ are few in number (see 5.4); all available series
are presented in this section.
                                                     
41 There is some uncertainty concerning the meaning of the suffix -tice in Sila: in many cases it represents a
singulative, as in other languages, but it may apparently also refer to a collective, as in the present case.
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LS/60-67 illustrate consistent correspondences between Shatt D -T¥ and final -te/-de
in the “western” languages.
The same probably holds for LS/68-71, although there may be some doubt concerning
the exact identity of the suffix (-T¥ or -¥?) in these cases (see 5.4)
LS/72-75 show the same correspondence for Shatt D “relational” nouns with modified
forms only.
On the other hand LS/76-80 illustrate several cases in which Shatt D -T¥ does not
correspond to -te/-de in the “western” languages.
8.6. Correspondences for the Shatt Damam pl. suffix -K¥
Since all Shatt Damam plural modified forms suffix -K¥, the examples collected under
this last heading represent but a part of the available series. The selected items illustrate
different final segments (vowel or consonant) in the Shatt Damam simple form. Series
showing variation or back formation – a frequent situation for plurals (see 8.2) – have
been avoided as far as possible.
LS/81-107 show that Shatt D plural modified forms suffixing -K¥ regularly
correspond to nouns with final -ke/-ge in the “western” languages (defective cognates
appear in LS/82 Nyala (boñje, suppletive), and in LS/98 Lagowa (ipitake, variant) and
Nyala (iibuge, variant). Note that these series contain items that usually have no singular
counterpart, i.e., nouns referring to uncountable liquids or masses (LS/93-94, 97),
deverbal nouns (LS/86-90, 92, 99-100, 105), and deadjectival nouns (LS/96).
LS/108-112 illustrate the same correspondence in the case of Shatt D nouns with no
simple form.
Lastly, LS/113 ‘salt’ is the only series which does not show the regular
correspondence: Lagowa and Eref -kke/-ke belong to the stem and reflect the final
syllable -ke of the simple, not the modified, Shatt D form (the two Nyala sources as well
as the singular form in Eref constitute likely back formations on the (inherent?) plural by
addition of a singulative -ce).
8.7. Defective morphological correspondences
If the correspondence between Shatt Damam modified forms and “western” nouns is
sure in most cases, it is nevertheless faulty in some instances which remain sporadic for
suffixes -n¥ (LS/20) and -K¥ (LS/113), but are more numerous in the case of -S¥ (LS/52-
59) and -T¥ (LS/76-80) (it must be stressed that all the exemplified “western” languages
show a remarkable degree of coherence with respect to Shatt D in this respect). In all
singulars, however, the “western” nouns show final -e, which must be considered
equivalent to the Shatt D suffix -¥.42
These defective instances may be tentatively justified in different ways. One might
start by assuming they result from variations like those observed within Shatt D alone
(see 5.6). In the present case, the variants would then extend over the Daju languages as a
whole and be characterized as -n¥ ~ -¥, -S¥ ~ -¥, -T¥ ~ -¥, and -K¥ ~ -¥ (in all cases, the
variation is then between a “consonant” suffix and the -¥ suffix).
A striking correlation may be observed in the defective series illustrating Shatt D -S¥
and -T¥, where most nouns refer to animal species: ‘bee, honey’, ‘giraffe’, ‘lion’,
‘warthog’, ‘hen, chicken’, ‘duiker’ (-S¥), and ‘ostrich’, ‘leopard’, ‘elephant’, ‘wild cat’
(-T¥). I doubt, however, that this specific feature is directly relevant for justifying the
                                                     
42 The plural forms in LS/113 ‘salt’ end in -e in every case: Shatt D simple form éÑgùlékè, Lagowa
ngkolokke, and Eref Ñgólké.
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irregular behavior of “western” languages in these cases. It is significant, on the other
hand, that defective series as a whole usually show “long” or “heavy” canonical forms
(CVCVC, VCVCVC, and even VCVCVCV) in the Shatt D simple form. This
characteristic represents, in my opinion, the most likely factor conditioning “western”
nouns not to retain the equivalent of the Shatt D “consonant” suffix -S¥ or -T¥ in many
cases43 (note however that the equivalent of the plural suffix -K¥ is usually retained for
such nouns). This explanation does not account for LS/20 ‘meat’ (Shatt D yà (yánÌ+))
nor for LS/54 ‘giraffe’ (Shatt D •èek (•éeksÌ+)), which show no “long” form and remain
unexplained, but it does extend to the only case of a defective plural series in LS/113
‘salt’ (Shatt D éÑgùlékè (éÑgùlèkkégÌ+)).
The general behavior of Daju languages in defective series thus suggests that Shatt D
-¥, together with its “western” -e cognates, in some way represents a “weak” or “default”
suffix, which is necessarily applied in “western” languages whenever they do not
conserve the cognate of one of the “consonant” suffixes -S¥, -T¥, or even -n¥ and -K¥.44
As for the strong correlation observed between “long” canonical forms and animal
names, which, I believe, has its own relevance, it points to the special status (and origin?)
of these nouns within the common Daju vocabulary.
9. Historical perspective
One of the most interesting points to emerge from the preceding correspondences is
that, as suggested by Thelwall (1981:61-62, 71, 130-131), the Shatt D modified form, like
“western” nouns, may reflect two layers of numbers marking45 which correspond to the
number marker+concord of Shatt Tebeldia (and Liguri?). Let us consider the following
examples:46
Shatt Tebeldia Liguri Shatt Damam Lagowa Eref
= LS/3. ‘horse’
moxta (+ n-)
/ moxtu (+ k- ?)
moxta (+ ?)










/ mas-ta (+ k- ?)
maas (+ ?)








These may be analyzed in the following way:47
                                                     
43 Yet there are counterexamples, e.g., LS/15, 60, 62, 64, 67.
44 The equivalent of Shatt D -¥ is in fact considered by Stevenson (1964: 97) to be ‘Zero prefix/concord’ in
Shatt Tebeldia (see the quotation in 6.1).
45 This fact makes the noun morphology rather intricate; see general comments by Thelwall (1981:61, 130-
131) and specific languages like Lagowa (Abbaker Ismail 2000) or Eref (Palayer in press).
46 It is hard to constitute full series of this type since illustrations of agreement (Shatt Tebeldia only) are
scarce in Stevenson (1964 and in Tucker and Bryan 1966) and absent from Thelwall (1981).
47 The stem-vowel alternation in Eref, múrtìné/mòrtígè, is unusual.
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Shatt T Liguri Shatt D Lagowa Eref
stem moxt- moxt- moxt- mort- murt-
marker 1 -a -a -a- -a- -i- horse
concord/marker 2 + n- (+ ?) -n¥ -ne -ne
stem moxt- moxt- moxt- mort- mort-
marker 1 -u -u -u- -u- -i- horses
concord/marker 2 (+ k- ?) (+ ?) -gg¥ -ke -ge
stem mas- maas- mas(s)- mas- mas-
marker 1 ø ø ø ø ø fire
concord/marker 2 (+ ?) (+ ?) -¥ -e -e
stem mas- maas- mas- maas- mas-
marker 1 -ta -tiñ -ta- -ta-, -ti- -ti- fire (pl.)
concord/marker 2 (+ k- ?) (+ ?) -g¥ -ge -ge
As already mentioned (see beginning of section 7), Stevenson (1964:97) interpreted
these morphological correspondences in the following way:
“These concords [i.e. of Shatt and Liguri] must, I think, have arisen in part from the
transference of suffixes, still to be found in W[estern] Daju, from nouns to the following
qualifiers. (Cf. the type of change which has given English “a newt” instead of “an ewt”.)”
but this diachronic interpretation has been questioned by Thelwall (1981:130):
“Stevenson [...] has proposed that this [i.e., correspondences of the type above] supports
the derivation of Eastern concord from Western suffixes by transfer. It seems more likely
however that the converse is the case, since the above identification, at least partially, of
elements in Western Daju plural suffixes does not show that they are free, or mobile
elements, whereas the concord elements in the East still are.”
Although Thelwall’s argumentation is not fully clear to me, I quite agree with his
view: it seems extremely unlikely that “eastern” languages disconnected the “eastern”
suffixes of level 2 to interpret them as separate concord markers. There are, I think, two
arguments which, if not fully decisive, are nevertheless strongly indicative of the opposite
scenario:
1. As stressed in section 8.7 above, several comparative series show that “western”
languages as a whole lack a “consonant” suffix, whereas the Shatt D modified form
suffixes -n¥, -S¥, -T¥, or -K¥. Yet this fact is not necessarily decisive since “western”
languages could have replaced -ne, -se, -te, -de, etc. with a “default” -e in these series
after splitting from the “consonant” languages.
2. As has been shown in 8.1 above for (pseudo-)final vowels, the contrast among level
1 markers is partially reduced in their “western” forms, with the westernmost languages
(Sila and Eref) unsurprisingly showing the highest degree of simplification. This situation
could easily result from a “crushing” of the former level 1 markers under the pressure of
the newly incorporated level 2 suffixes. It is much more difficult to imagine that, on the
contrary, “eastern” languages developed a full level 1 marker system from the more or
less limited subset attested in the “western” languages. Here again, we have no exact idea
of how the language prior to both “eastern” and “western” descendants actually looked.
But I am rather of the opinion that Shatt Damam, and even more Shatt Tebeldia, give the
best reflection of the common system in this respect.
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Abbreviations
adj adjective Nv deverbal noun
Ar. Arabic or? origin unknown
col collective P3 third person plural index
DEF definite PFV perfective
EXCL exclusive pl, PL plural
EXIST existential PN plural nominal index
Fr French QCON qualifying connective
FUT future REL relative
IDENT identifier S1 first person singular index
LOC locative S3m third person singular
masculine index
MDV middle voice sg singular
MF modified (noun) form sl. singulative
n noun SN singular nominal index
Na deadjectival noun
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Appendix: Lexical series (see following pages)
Sources:
Shatt Damam Boyeldieu (pers. data) unmarked
Liguri Thelwall 1981 unmarked
+ Alamin Mubarak 2006 (SA)
Lagowa Abbaker Ismail 2000 unmarked
+ Thelwall 1981 (RT)
Nyala Thelwall 1981 unmarked
+ Jungraithmayr 1978 (HJ)
Sila Boyeldieu (pers. data) unmarked
Eref Palayer (in press, forthcoming) unmarked
N.B.: Lexical series are grouped according to the Shatt Damam “suffix” (sg. -n¥, -¥,
-S¥, -T¥, or pl. -K¥) they exemplify. Some series are therefore cited twice to illustrate
singular and plural, respectively.
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